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An Introduction:

Year Twenty / Year Zero
When Iceland Airwaves started 20
years ago, it was a one-off concert held
in a hangar at Reykjavík Airport. Few
could have imagined it would evolve
into the most well-known event in the
country.
But, from small acorns grow... big
music festivals. In 2018, Airwaves
remains the single best place to immerse yourself in the many-splendoured Icelandic music scene, and the
funnest annual party in Reykjavík.
There have been some changes along the way. After the hangar,
Airwaves leapt into 101 and has been
taking over the town ever since. Rising local acts bring their A-game to
the stage in front of bustling crowds,
playing alongside cherry-picked international guests. Airwaves has become a joyful musical mecca for the
Iceland-curious.
It was announced in February that
events company Sena Live had taken
over the festival. CEO Ísleifur Þórhallsson said at the time, “We know
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that that people love the festival and
what it stands for… and we want to do
it even better.” So there are fresh ideas blowing through this anniversary
edition.
Whether you’re a grizzled stalwart or an Airwaves virgin, we hope
this magazine will help you on your
way, from finding the newest bands
(P.8, P.22), to handling your hangover
(P.42), or, for that matter, surviving at
all (P.4). Be sure to grab a copy of our
sister mag The Reykjavík Grapevine,
download our Appy Hour app for
cheap booze, and check grapevine.is
for daily reviews. Come see Högni,
Ólafur Arnalds, Bára Gísladóttir at the Grapevine's festival stage
at Þjóðleikhúsið on Friday 8th, and
hashtag your tweets and Instagrams
#GrapeWaves to win cool Grapevine
x Einstök goodie bags (P.14).
But most of all: have fun and be
excellent to each other. See you out
there in the Airwaves, friends.
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OFF VENUE CONCERTS
Stúdentakjallarinn

Landsbankinn

Thursday Nov. 8 – Sæmundargata 4

Saturday Nov. 10 – Austurstræti 11

17.00 Bríet
17.30 Huginn
18.00 Kælan Mikla

15.30 Huginn
16.00 Bríet
16.30 Aron Can

See performances at landsbankinn.is/icelandairwaves
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“You’ll regret
the Michelin
Man cosplay
when you’re
suddenly in
the mosh pit.”

The Reykjavík Grapevine
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Surfing The
Airwaves
HOW TO SURVIVE ICELAND'S BEST FESTIVAL
Words: John Rogers Photo: Art Bicnick
Iceland Airwaves has a special way
of dragging you through a happy
melée of gigs, smiling faces, packed
dancefloors, chance encounters and
bizarre after-parties, leaving you
hanging on for dear life. Disclaimer: We’re not saying these tips will
make you a superhuman and somehow avoid the traditional post-Airwaves existential hangover. But
hey, they’re worth bearing in mind.

Clothing
This ain’t no Sónar Barcelona.
Airwaves has been sliding further
into the winter months for years,
and you can safely bet that the
November sky is gonna puke out

plenty of interesting weather. So
bundle up, right? Wrong. The second you get into the venue, you’ll
be hit by a wall of human heat;
you’ll regret the Michelin Man
cosplay when you’re suddenly in
the mosh pit.
Our advice: Dress in several warm
layers and have a waterproof outer
coat that you can easily carry.
Pro tip: If you’re a total Iceland
n00b shivering in a wet denim jacket, Cintamani are renting out parkas this year, so you could try that.

Drinking
Those terrifying £10/$13 beer
rumours are true—drinking in

Iceland is expensive. All of the
liquor stores are state-run, close
at 6 p.m. (7 p.m. on Fridays), and
tax everything heavily. Corner
stores and supermarkets don’t
sell booze. Given all this, skipping
the duty free is practically heresy
in Iceland. Duty free alcohol is
not just your friend, but a sworn
soul sistah for whom you’d gladly
lay down your life.
Our advice: Get the maximum
allowance, even if you’re tired and
you’re dragging around a huge suitcase.
Pro tips: Skip the Evian and drink
a glacier—Iceland’s tap water is
super pure.

Eating
With chill off-venue concerts
happening in the daytime, it’s
easy to head out for an after-

noon show feeling all fresh, see
a bunch of cool stuff, and then
suddenly realise the atmosphere
has changed and people around
you have started partying. You,
my friend, have slipped into the
festival proper—and you forgot
dinner. This is a serious error.
Our advice: The town is full of
people who are eating out, so book
a table somewhere nice with your
friends at 7-ish. That way you have
to show up, so you’ll definitely eat.
Pro tip: Reliable late night options
are a pylsur at 10/11, a slice at The
Deli or a falafel at Mandi.

Queues
Airwaves is a festival with no big
venues. The upside is personality—you’ll find yourself watching shows in museums, churches,
dingey bars, dark basements and
fancy concert halls. The downside, however, is that when an
act is especially popular, even
the larger venues can hit capacity fast.
Our advice: If there’s one act you’d
cry over missing, get to the venue
a couple of bands in advance and
camp out.
Pro tip: If you’re stuck in a static
queue after they’ve started, skip it.
Hit up a random venue and bet on a
wild card. Airwaves is about discovery, not hype.

Afterparties
If you’ve been to the festival,
drank and danced in Kaffibarinn
or Paloma, and still have some
wind in your sails, you’re gonna
need an afterparty. After hours
house-parties are standard in
Reykjavík. Make friends with
some fun locals and see what
happens.
Our advice: You probably don’t
wanna walk for miles at this stage,
so if the party is outside the 101
postcode, maybe skip it.
Pro tip: Rumour has it there’s a
Facebook group where people will
deliver you some booze.

ICEW

ICEWEAR SHOPS
The Reykjavík Grapevine
Iceland Airwaves Special 2018
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queer and alt-culture. It operates a proactive safe space policy for LGBTQ+ gig goers. And
it has a sweet vegan diner. Go
Gaukurinn!
Capacity: 350
Accessibility: Limited. Stairs
to 2nd floor.
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Hallveigarstígur 1
This wildcard venue is a basement function room beneath
Bonús. We last remember
it beHÖRGSHLÍ Ð
ing an Airwaves venue in 2007.
Benny Crespo’s Gang played. It
had carpets! Who knows what
it’s like now. Only one way to find
out...
Capacity: 500
Accessibility: Good. Elevator to
downstairs.
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Vonarstræti 3
Iðnó is a classic 101 concert hall
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This beautiful, traditional wooden church has a warm sound and
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Tryggvagata 17
The Art museum’s roofed courtyard once again becomes the
festival’s biggest stage. It has
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prison-block
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phere, with white multi-tiered
balconies, but it always has a
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Tryggvagata 22
The queen of Reykjavík’s grungy
bar scene, Gaukurinn is currently the dank home of the city’s
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Tryggvagata 22
H R I N G B R AU T
Húrra won the music venue category in our Best of Reykjavík mag
this year, and for good reason. It
has a great stage, atmosphere
and sound system; it’s fun, cool,
colourful, and always where the
3 Gamla Bíó
party is at.
Ingólfsstræti 2a
Capacity: 350
Picking up the slack from the Accessibility: Limited. Two
UR
late and lamented NASA, Gamsteps into venue.
V EG
L AR
VAL
la Bíó is a cinema-cum-theaF LU G
tre-cum-venue with high ceilings, fancy vibes and balcony
seating.
Capacity: 800
Accessibility: Good. Balcony
with elevator.

a fantastic rarefied atmosphere.
There’s no bar though. Thanks
for nothing, god.
Capacity: 500
Accessibility: Limited. Steps to
entrances.
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Grandagarður 8
A bar/brewery on the edge of
the Grandi area, this venue sits
amidst huge beer tanks, making
it the only venue with the possibility of an actual, rather than
metaphorical, beer flood.
Capacity: 200
Accessibility: Good
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be good news for the overall 101
festival party vibe. Still, Harpa is
great, and there’ll beNJaÁL show or
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B ER
two to check out there.
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Capacity: 1000
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Accessibility: Good
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20
A diner-by-day and a bar-byIceland Airwaves has taken many forms over its twenty years, night, Hressó is a long-lived
from being a concert in an airport hangar, to a gritty 101 party, normcore staple in the heart of
to a grown-up week-long festival with Harpa as it’s clean ‘n’ tidy
downtown. They have a pretty
S T hub. This year sees a slight return to the late 00s model: Valshöllin
excellent sheltered and heatUR
LU
AG
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N SMdifferent venues
is gone
(yay!), and this year there are twelve very
ed smoking area for when the
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(Brygg-GAML weather is a total shitshow.
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R
ty-intimate-tbh Reykjavík
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Hverfisgata 19
A theatre-turned-concert hall,
this is a good place to come if
you wanna sitBRdown
in peace and
ÍE T
ART
ÚN
gather your energy
while taking in some mellow music on a
historical Reykjavík stage. Don’t
fall asleep and miss everything
though.
Capacity: 505
Accessibility: Good. Wheelchair area.
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which has recently become a rejuvenated centre for Reykjavík’s
art community. Great acoustics,
great stage, great people and
spacious as heck. Certified:
fresh.
Capacity: 350
Accessibility: Good
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Insider
Knowledge
Airwaves tips from those who know

Words: John Rogers & Hannah Jane Cohen
Photos: Art Bicnick, Timothée Lambrecq & Juliette Rowland

Samantha
Shay
Samantha Shay is a multi-disciplinary artist and filmmaker, among
other things, who’s been making
waves since she arrived in Iceland
from the U.S. a couple of years ago.

Special-K

I love this project from Katrín.
It’s so clever—more than a music project, it feels like performance art. She is exploring an
archetype of a hyper-privileged
millennial. It's brutally honest
in a way I find admirable, and a
breath of fresh air in the scene.
Her first single "I Thought I'd Be
More Famous By Now"
captures this perfectly.

Mr. Silla

SiGRÚN

I saw her play at R6013 last spring
and it was one of the most exciting concerts I've seen in Reykjavík in a while. The coalescing
qualities of her experimental
loops and beats, coupled with
mystical and soft lyrics, creates
a witch power that takes me to
the higher realms. I am obsessed
with her song “The Empress."

Sóley

Many artists abroad are aware
of Sóley’s music, but right now
she's working on some ambient drone stuff that I’m so excited about. It seems like lately
she's just like YOLO and getting
weirder and weirder—it’s as if
the dark fairytale lyrics she's always written are stretched out
into these emotional sonic environments with powerful new
sounds we haven't heard from
her. I hope she plays some new
stuff at Airwaves.

A few years ago all I
listened to was Mr. Silla’s self-titled album
as I wa l ked th rough
different cities, but I
specifically remember
walking through New
York and Berlin. The
glowy synths and playful rhythms made me
feel like I had a crush
on someone, or maybe had just had a break up, but
everything was slow motion and
romantic.

JFDR

Jófríður lets her honesty and
emotional interior emerge in her
music. I knew this album “Brazil” would be extremely successful. Her new material is increasingly honest, unapologetically
taking up more transgressive
yet graceful space. A mix of
soft g uitar loops, dreamy
jazzy vibes, and subterranean
electronics that loom below
her voice, and hyper-poetic
lyrics that merely hint at a
world beneath our skin. She’s
low-key prolific.

Geoffrey
Skywalker
An illustrator and mogul sitting
near the top of the Partybær,

Sticky Records, and Prikið empires, at the beating heart of the
local rap scene, Geoff has an eagle eye for what’s new and worth
checking out in 101.

Arnar Úlfur

Arnar is a full scale power-house
of an Icelandic rapper, so seeing
him diverge from his ordinary
stage presence with legendary
band Úlfur Úlfur is special. He
delivers amazing technique
with his music and is already
a veteran in a young
scene. Arnar also has
a special connection
to crowds and his
ex per ience sh i nes
through. Plus, the
music itself is amazing.

a brand new project that will see
the light of day soon. The real
value and vibe from this group
comes through during their live
shows. Expect extravaganza galore.

kef LAVÍK

It’s simple: Whatever you do,
don't miss kef LAVÍK. This band
is amazing. And it’s a rarity to
see them perform at a festival.
Get on the bandwagon.

Bagdad Brothers

I wou ld nom i nate
Bagdad Brothers as
t he most d i l igent
newcomers to Reykavík’s live music scene.
Their self-described
pop music is extremely experimental and vibrant, while at
the same time they are always
searching for new direction and
inspiration. Don’t miss them at
Airwaves. Also, check out more
work from Bagdad Brothers’ publishing company, post-dreifing.

Birnir

The wildcard of the Icelandic
hip-hop scene, and the most
talented rapper to make his
mark on the scene in the last
ten years. Coming off his latest release, MATADOR, he will
surely deliver a super fresh and
crowd-friendly set. Birnir’s festival performances always go
the extra mile. This is the one.

CYBER

All female hip-hop collective
art-group CYBER are sitting on

Kimi Tayler
Comedian, artist and self proclaimed ‘Aspiring Power Lesbian’
Kimi Tayler is all about the tunes,
as well as being one of the biggest
Eurovision obsessives in the world.

Daði Freyr

For someone like me, with an
unhealthy relationship with
Iceland’s participation in the
Eurovision Song Contest, he is
completely unmissable. Gloriously joyful pop—you won’t
leave without a smile on your
face.

Svala

If, like me, you have a taste for
all things Eurovision, Svala has
got to be on your must-see list,
too. She’s a great live performer,
she’s intimidatingly cool, has a
smashing voice, amazing tattoos and, most importantly,
banging tunes. She delivers
pretty perfect pop.

Jimothy Lacoste

Jimothy Lacoste could be London’s answer to JóiPé x Króli.
Young Jimothy is blowing up
the scene and gaining online
buzz with tracks like “Getting
Busy,” about his busy/healthy
lifestyle. He’s worth seeing for
his exceptional dance moves
alone.
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“Your first and last stop”
- everyone

frakkastígur 16, Melhagi 22, Fákafen 11, Akrabraut 1 & hlemmur mathöll
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Hayley Kiyoko
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Dubbed “Lesbian Jesus,” the
news that she’d be gracing Airwaves with sent jubilant shock
waves throughout Reykjavík’s
LGBTQ+ community. It’s like
all my Eurovisions have come
at once! But, in all seriousness,
Hayley is changing the face of
pop music. If someone had told
my closeted teenage self that in
fifteen years’ time there would
be a cool mainstream musician
singing love songs that I could
relate to, didn’t objectify me and
my community, and that those
songs would actually be good,
I wouldn’t have believed it. We
have far to go, but this change
is seismic.

his new album is going to
sound in a live setting.

be at all of their shows from
now on.

Hugar

Bergur
Þórisson

These guys are on the up and
up, with a new album due soon
and some of the best atmospheric sounds out there. They
have a great evocative cinematic sound that’s a real treat.
It’s the the type of music that
transports you elsewhere and
makes you forget about time.

Aurora (NO)

There’s something magical
about Aurora’s incredibly
versatile, crystalline voice. It
carries itself effortlessly from
Oasis’ emotionally fragile ‘Half
The World Away’ to the dancepop ‘I Went Too Far’—
the mix of folk and
electronic elements is
addictive, if nothing
else. I can’t wait to see
what else comes of her
music.

Superorganism
(UK)

Cheryl K. Ang
Cheryl K. Ang works at the Iceland
Music office, where part of her job
is listening to tonnes of new Icelandic music on a daily basis while
munching down matcha Kit Kats.
See some words from Cheryl about
the Airwaves conference on page
44. A panellist at our 2018 Music
Awards, she’s a source to be trusted.

Vök

These guys are so underrated.
“Before” is one of those songs
that you’ve almost certainly
heard before but never knew
the name of, and if you’re
looking for feels, then Margrét’s gorgeously melancholy
voice is all you really need.

Ólafur Arnalds

The best way I can think of to
describe Ólafur Arnalds’ music is being hit with a heavy
dose of nostalgia. Everything
feels at once new but familiar,
in a wonderfully comforting
way. I’m so excited to see how

One half of fast-rising duo
Hugar, Bergur Þórisson is also
a respected young producer who
has worked with the a galaxy
of Icelandic music stars, incuding the likes of Ólafur Arnalds,
Jóhann Jóhannsson, Sigur Rós
and Björk.

If you ever wondered
what memes wou ld
sound like in musical
form, Superorganism
is your answer. This
band is the epitome of
internet music, with
band members creating diverse
tunes from all over the world,
with lyrics that sound like Juno’s
flowing stream of consciousness. They’re impossible not to
love.

Alex Sinclair
Alex Sinclair is the marketing
manager of the Mengi organisation and one of the people behind
the Reykjavík Music Market. As
such, she's a local scene expert who

hears a constant stream of new Icelandic music.

aYia

Saying I am a super fan is probably putting it lightly? aYia is one
of the most exciting projects to
have come out of Reykjavík in
recent years and their debut album is going to send them on
a path of world domination.
Check them out before they are
too busy conquering the planet.

Berghaim

A good friend of mine describes
Bergur in the following way: ‘all
the girls want to be with him,
and all the boys wanna be him’
and I think that sums him up
perfectly. Berghaim is his new
solo project, which is a bit more
experimental and different to
his usual indie sounds, but it’s
a great mix of storytelling and
simple but engaging beats. Definitely one for fans of ducks.

Madonna + Child

I love every thing about this
band. Their aesthetic, their music and their stage performance
is unique, mysterious and creepy
in the best possible way.

Magnús Jóhann

This guy is playing a big part in
the rapidly increasing quality of
Icelandic pop/hip-hop, sliding
his jazzy keys into anything and
everything he can get his hands
on. His live show will be a great
showcase of talent meeting musicality. You never know if he’s
going to play R&B grooves or
free jazz, or both at the same
time…

Berndsen

I went to see Berndsen in New
York earlier this year and wasn’t
sure if this show was happening
in the past or the future. His 80s
sounds mixing with a very interesting appearance on stage
are great fun to experience. If
you are looking for a night to remember, go see Berndsen.

Matthildur

One of the rising R&B stars in
Iceland, Matthildur has just one
song out, but it is very promising, to say the least. I’m looking
forward to hearing more songs;
her debut, “Wonder,” has been
on repeat since its release.

SiGRÚN

I have seen these guys perform so many times I have literally lost count. I once even
chased them across Iceland
and saw them three times in
one day. They are that good.

After touring with seemingly
every band on the planet, SiGRÚN just released her first full
album and it’s amazing. The
music and its visual counterpart are very hard to categorise,
but if you’re looking for something fresh, SiGRÚN is the one
to check out.

Une Misère

Axel Flóvent

JóiPé x Króli

I only saw these guys live very
recently at PrikPort and I
loved it. Their energy, tunes
and w i l lingness to climb
dangerous structures whilst
performing makes them an
extremely engaging act to
watch. It’s safe to say I will

It ’s hard to find good singer-songwriters, as there are just
so many of them in this day and
age but Axel is definitely one of
the better ones. His songs are
beautifully crafted and he is also
a great performer; definitely on
my list of shows to see!
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A day tour to match your
awesome Airwaves experience

2018 Airwaves special
Use special Airwaves discount code ICT2018 to save some
Krónas on our fun-packed, easily booked day tours online.
Let us make your trip to Iceland unforgettable!
www.icelandtravel.is
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Hosting you since 1937
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#GrapeWaves 2K18
is GO!
Win yourself an Einstök x
Grapevine goodie bag stuffed
with exciting stuff
Iceland Airwaves is one of our
favourite times of the year—it’s
more reliably fun than, for example, Icelandic summer, which
is sometimes cancelled. So, we
at the Grapevine like to celebrate

the festival in style—and you’re
invited to join in.
First up, we’re giving away a
hyper-special Einstök x Grapevine goodie bag on each day of
Airwaves, in partnership with

Iceland’s most famous craft
brewery, Einstök. They’ll be
filled with a different selection of cool stuff each day, including (of course) some beers
a nd Grapev i ne merch; a nd
s p e c i a l s ou ve nirs like music
from respected
local record labels Smekkleysa, Bedroom
Com mu n it y,
ALDA, FALK and
Mengi; suitably
warm attire from
top local clothi ng compa n ies
66°NORTH and
Farmer’s Market; a brunch for
two at one of our
favourite haunts;
a trip for two to the Hydra Flotation Spa (pictured, left); a ltd.
edition bar of OmNom x JFDR
matcha chocolate, and other
special surprises.
All you have to do to win is

hashtag your hilarious festival
tweets and spectacular Instagrams with #GrapeWaves. We’ll
sift through the entries and pick
a daily winner, who can come
by our office and
pick up their prize.
Yo u c a n b r o w s e
the #GrapeWaves
hashtag to see what
other people are doing, too—and to try
and top them.
Second ly, we’l l
be th row ing an
A ir waves warmup party at Húrra
on Nov. 1st. If the
festival has started, as you read
this? Well, you missed it. But
you could sti ll come to The
Reykjavík Grapevine Stage
at Þjóðleik húsið on Nov. 8th
to see Högni, Ólafur Arnalds,

Bára Gísladóttir, Hugar and
more.
Also, keep an eye on our Instagram and Twitter (@rvkgrapevine) and follow us on

Facebook to get the latest news.
And be sure to check grapevine.
is/airwaves for daily reviews
and galleries.
#GrapeWaves 2K18 is GO!
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In partnership wih Icelandair

ADHD

Anna Þorvaldsdóttir

Iceland’s music scene has
long been considered one
of the most valuable cultural assets the country has; it
has put Iceland on the map
as a destination for tourists
worldwide. From Sigur Rós’
contemplative, inspiring ode
to nature, ‘HEIMA;’ to Björk’s
use of Iceland as muse, motif and backdrop; to the rap
generation’s presentation of
life in 101 Reykjavík, Iceland’s
musicians are an army of ambassadors for their country.

Reykjavík Loftbrú is a travel funding programme—a
collaboration between Icelandair, Reykjavík City, and
a trio of Icelandic music associations—that supports
Icelandic musicians as they
head abroad to introduce
their music to audiences
overseas. Here’s a rundown
of the five artists Loftbrú
supported in 2018 and where
they each travelled with their
2m ISK Icelandair voucher.
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ADHD

A band that formed spontaneously after a performance at
Aldrei Fór Ég Súður, ADHD play
improvised music with an infectious sense of energy. Everyone who sees them live becomes
an instant convert: if you get the
chance, don’t miss them.
Where ADHD went: “This year
we’ve so far been out to play in
Switzerland, Sweden and Germany. Loftbrú helped and will
help a lot. Concerts abroad
wouldn’t have been possible
without it. Now we're able to
bring our sound engineer with
us, which is always nice.”

Anna Þorvaldsdóttir

Anna Þorvaldsdóttir is an acclaimed composer who won
the Nordic Music Prize in 2012.
In 2015, she was chosen as the
New York Philharmonic's Kravis
Emerging Composer, an honour
that includes a $50,000 cash
prize and a commission to write
a composition for the orchestra.
Where Anna went: “I went
to The Banff Centre, up in the
mountains in Canada, for a portrait concert of my works, and
took a trip to Brooklyn NY, also
for a portrait concert.”

Hugar

An atmospheric post-rock duo
who’ve been steadily gaining attention and recognition over the
last few years, Hugar recently
toured Europe and announced
in 2018 that they’ve signed a
worldwide multi-album record
deal with Sony USA.
Where Hugar went: “A highlight was going to play the
Reeperbahn Festival in Hamburg. Getting the Loftbrú grant
has enabled us to play our new
songs to new fans and will really help us promote our new
album in 2019.”

Hugar

Mammút

One of the stalwarts of the
scene, indie-rock quintet Mammút have long been a large-scale
pop success on their home turf.
After signing with the esteemed
UK indie label Bella Union and
switching to the English language on their most recent album, they now look ready for
world domination.
Where Mammút went: “We’ve
been recording new material in
London, and left the everyday
behind in Reykjavík. So far the
voucher has helped us to kick
start the new album, and it
will get us all around the world
next year. The freedom of flying
with the voucher is helping a lot
with the flow of cooking up new
things.”

Mammút

Reykjavíkurdætur

This breakout feminist hip-hop
collective have become notorious for their large-scale stage
shows, during which the stage
becomes a writhing sea of rappers. With so many members,
moving the band around for
shows isn’t cheap.
Whe re Rey k j av í ku rd æt u r
went: “So far we’ve used the
voucher at the start of our June
tour to go to Ireland, where we
played at Body and Soul festival, and also to go to play at Øya
Festival in Oslo. It has helped
a lot, because it’s expensive to
fly eight band members and our
tour manager out for a gig.”

Reykjavíkurdætur
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Solo artist SiGRÚN—aka Sigrún
Jónsdóttir—is a fascinating
presence on the Icelandic music
scene. She first appeared in 2016
with the ‘Hringsjá’ EP after an
early career spent as a touring
musician with Björk, Sigur Rós
and Florence and the Machine.
“It’s been so freeing for me to
make my own music,” she says,
her eyes glimmering. “It's more
responsibility, but I get something completely different out
of it.”

A call to
consciousness
Two years later, SiGRÚN’s debut
album is imminent. ‘Onælan’ is
told from the female perspective,
and is about knowing oneself and
being soft enough to allow for
growth. “The ideas behind the
album are built on the learning
period when I went from being a
link in the chain of other productions, to becoming the creator,”
she says. “It’s like when you’re
transitioning from being a teenager to an adult—the album is
similarly a call to consciousness,
and knowing what you want.”
The first single from the album is “Anneal Me.” “I found that
word when I was preparing for
a recording session and fell in
love with it,” says Sigrún. “It’s
the act of heating metal so you
can bend it however you like. The
song is about creating your future and pushing to continuously
learn about yourself.” This title
also inspired the name of the album—‘Onælan’—which means
“to anneal” in Old English.
Nex t ca me “Vex,” wh ich
means “Growing,” in English.
“It’s about realising that if you’ve
decided on growing and you keep
working at it, then it is possible,”
says Sigrún. In the chorus you’ll
hear the words “Hún er þú,”
meaning “She is you.” The “She”
in the song is a figure that Sigrún
invites listeners to connect to
and discover through the album.

Red
threads
There is a subtle narrative on
the album with two main storytellers—She and The Empress.
Sigrún elaborates on the significance of the Empress: “In the
process of writing the album I
drew the Empress card from my
tarot deck,” she explains. “She
stands for making something

Empress
Apparent
SiGRÚN invites us into her debut album
Words: Tara Njála Ingvarsdóttir Photo: Viðar Logi

“The album is a call
to consciousness,
and knowing what
you want.”
without knowing exactly what
it means, and trusting your intuition.”
The album’s art work was
made in collaboration with Viðar
Logi and Jón Albert Méndez. The
imagery is a series of warped
portraits depicting Sigrún as an
otherworldly figure. “I raided
all the crafts stores in Reykjavík
for slime and goo and they were
constantly slathering me in it,”
she says. The figure becoming

an embodiment of the Empress,
and another place.

Her world
Sigrún first played Airwaves
in 2016. “I remember being so
stressed to perform my material I began trying to calm myself
three months beforehand,” she
recalls. “It was the first time I
was playing live without an instrument in front of me, which

has always protected me, like a
shield.”
This time around, SiGRÚN
will premiere her new album at
her Airwaves concert. “It took
me a long time to learn to take
space and find the feeling I had
when writing the music, in front
of other people,” she laughs. Two
years later, not only has she found
her space and her sound, but she’s
bringing us with her into another
world. “‘Anneal me’ came out on
a full moon, ‘Vex’ on a new moon
and the whole album will be released on the autumn equinox,”
she finishes. And indeed, it seems
the stars aligning for a new chapter in her career.
SiGRÚN
FRI 9th, 19:10, Harpa Floi

LEARN MORE AND GET TICKETS AT SENALIVE.IS

ARI SHAFFIR

ÓLAFUR ARNALDS

JÓL MEÐ SISSEL

JIMMY CARR

DARA Ó BRIAIN

DYLAN MORAN

Harpa
November 16th

Háskólabíó & Hof
January 26th & 27th

Harpa
December 18th

Harpa
December 19th

Háskólabíó
February 3th

Háskólabíó
March 8th

SENALIVE.IS

|

#SENALIVE

JÓLAGESTIR BJÖRGVINS
Harpa
December 20th – 22nd

ED SHEERAN

Laugardalsvöllur
August 10th & 11th
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HAVE FUN AT OUR
UPCOMING SHOWS!
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miering her work at one of the
biggest festivals in the country.
“I was shaking backstage, like,
‘What am I doing here?’”
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Pure authenticity

Angelic
Electronic
BRÍET’s authentic pop is personal,
catchy and completely new
Words: Hannah Jane Cohen Photo: Hörður Sveinsson
At only 19-years-old, Bríet Elfar,
aka BRÍET, has the composure
of someone far older. When she
speaks, the young musician picks
her words carefully, sometimes
seeming surprised that she’s
being interviewed at all. It’s endearing, and it underlines that
she’s still acclimatising to the
overnight fame she found after
releasing her first single, “In Too
Deep.” Released eight months
ago, the video has in excess of
120,000 view on YouTube and
it has amassed almost 600,000
Spotify plays. For an unknown
artist from a small country,
that’s pretty much unheard of.

Starting small
Bríet’s background in music is
atypical for an electronic pop
artist. She started playing gui-

“I wanted to do a love
song about being
happy, then I got the
idea to start with a girl
who is happy, but has
to go through the hard
stuff of love.”

tar at 11, and the majority of her
musical experience comes from
being one half of a jazz duo. “I
met this guy who saw me playing
and we started playing together at restaurants, like dinner
programmes,” Bríet explains.
“That’s actually my favourite
type of concert.”

Moving from small, intimate
restaurants to the big stage was
difficult. “The first time I ever
stood on stage and was like ‘hi,
I’m Bríet, and this is what I am
writing,’ rather than playing
some Billie Holiday song, I was
at Sónar Reykjavík.” She laughs
quietly at the absurdity of pre-

But if anyone was meant to be
at Sónar, it’s Bríet. Her music
has a polished self-assuredness
way beyond that of most artists,
regardless of age. She knows
her sound in a way many young
musicians don’t. Smooth and
breathy, sultry but dancey, her
music walks the line between
mainstream pop, indie electronica and R&B in a way that’s
completely authentic. No matter
what your taste is, you can’t deny
she’s got something.
“In Too Deep” is illustrative of
this. While the lyrics are moreor-less typical for pop songs,
her voice is so emotive that their
simplicity crosses over from potentially cheesy to nakedly honest. “I was really in love at the
time,” Bríet explains. “I wanted
to do a love song about being
happy, but then I got the idea of
changing it: to start with a girl
who is happy, but then has to go
through the hard stuff of love.”

Airwaves elation
The single was enough to win
her that coveted Sónar slot and a
tonne of international attention,
but playing Airwaves is still a big
deal for Bríet—especially in 2018,
the first gender-balanced edition
of the festival. “I love that,” she
smiles. “More and more girls are
coming out playing and I am really excited to go out there and
perform as a woman. That said,
it’s sad that it’s happening now,
when it could have happened so
much sooner.”
Bríet is currently working on
a new album, a follow up to the
EP she released earlier this year,
and she is taking on a variety of
projects in the meantime. “Last
night I played with one of the
most famous Icelandic singers,
Friðrik Dór, at his concert,” she
says. “I’m so tired.” She laughs.
“But it was amazing. It’s all been
amazing.”

BRÍET
THU 8th, 17:00, Stúdentakjallarinn
THU 8th, 19:50, Art Museum
SAT 10th, 16:00, Landsbankinn
SAT 10th, 18:00, Sundhöllin
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BUY DIRECTLY
FROM
THE PEOPLE
WHO MAKE THEM

Skólavörðustígur 19
tel (+354) 552 1890

Borgartún 31
tel (+354) 552 1980
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Airwaves
Debutantes
What’s new and who’s who at Airwaves 2018
Words: John Rogers, Christine Engel Snitkjær & Hannah Jane Cohen
Photos: Hörður Sveinsson
Iceland Airwaves built its reputation as a destination festival not by booking loads of big
names, but because it’s the single best place to see the freshest faces on the Icelandic music scene. This year, 32 bands
will play Airwaves for
the very first time—
here’s our guide to
what’s new and who’s
w ho amon g st th i s
year’s festival debutantes.

graces the festival for the first
time. Expect more whiskey and
fewer moshpits. JR

lo-fi, so (assuming they manage
to evade venue security and take
the stage) expect a chill and atmospheric set of downtempo
songs with keyboard and violin
flourishes. JR

Austurvígstöðvarnar

Aust ur v ígstöðvarnar devote
their music to calling out social
injustice, particularly in relation
to the inefficiencies of the Icelandic government. Fed up with
political corruption and abuse of
power in Iceland, the six members of the band create lyrics
and songs as a direct response
to political scandals.
Their first rock album,
“Radio Satan,” came out
in June 2018. CES

Árný

B1B2

Having spent her youth listening
to Icelandic folk music and fe-

If you’ve been craving
an afro-house DJ duo
named Björk and Birna, boy, have we got
the group for you. After playing at various
underground events
in Denmark and Cape
Town, B1B2 are here to
make you groovy and
woozy. HJC

Ateria

Ari Árelíus

A r i Á rel íus’s music
focuses on capturing
the existence of an outsider by fusing tunes
from jazz and rock, and
adding a comic Wes Anderson-esque feel into
the mix. He describes
himself as: “a creator
in a loving relationship
with the moon—formally since last September.” Intrigued? We
certainly are. CES

Bagdad Brothers

Now and then a new
band springs up with so
much enthusiasm that
a whole scene seems
to mushroom around

Bagdad Brothers

Arnar Úlfur

You may know Arnar
Úlfur, aka Arnar Freyr
Frostason, from the band Úlfur
Úlfur—but did you know that he
recently released his very own
solo album? Entitled “Hasarlífstíll,” his solo debut has been
very well received by the homeland media. Expect energetic
autobiographical rap expressing
his life experiences as an Icelandic man. CES

male pop voices on her parent’s
livingroom floor, Árný spent
years trying to imitate their otherworldly sounds. Now writing
and performing her own electroacoustic pop compositions,
Árný has blossomed into an accomplished singer whose music
reveals her reflections on life.
CES

Árni Vil

Ateria

A bit of a fake news debutante,
this one, as Árni is the former
frontman of everyone’s favourite
legendary glitter-covered krúttpop party-starters FM Belfast.
His bluesy solo project, however,

A

Ateria were the winners of the
2018 edition of Músiktilraunir,
Iceland’s national battle-of-thebands contest. A trio aged—at
the time—between 12 and 17
years, their music is sedate and

BRÍET
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PROUD PARTNER OF ICELAND AIRWAVES MUSIC FESTIVAL

thursday

8th november

16:00 ARON BIRKIR // 17:00 VIO // 18:00 STAFRÆNN HÁKON
ÍSAFOLD // CENTERHOTEL ÞINGHOLT
Þingholtsstræti 5, 101 Reykjavík +354 595 8535

friday

9th november

16:30 MILL // 17:30 ARI ÁRELÍUS // 18:30 VAR
JÖRGENSEN // CENTERHOTEL MIÐGARÐUR
Laugavegur 120, 105 Reykjavík +354 595 8565

saturday

10th november

16:00 FEBRÚAR // 17:00 MIMRA // 18:00 INGUNN HULD

centerhotels.com/airwaves

SKÝ // CENTERHOTEL ARNARHVOLL
Ingólfsstræti 1, 101 Reykjavík +354 595 8545

ALL THE ICELANDIC BEERS
IN ONE AWESOME PLACE

#CENTERHOTELS

+

ICELANDIC
CUISINE WITH
A TWIST
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Dadykewl is just getting started.
He arrived in style this year with
a well-received album featuring
a variety of party tracks, introspective trap-rap, and a catchy
collaboration with Alvia Islandia. JR
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Elín Harpa

Telly addicts and pop fans may
recognize Elín from her participation in Iceland’s version of
‘The Voice’ in 2015, when she dazzled the panel with her angelic
voice and engaging performances. With her first album slated
for release in 2019, you can grab a
preview of her original material
at the festival. CES

KUL

the Icelandic music scene in 2005
when she won the Icelandic ‘Pop
Idol’ and released an album that
topped charts over a long period.
Since then, she released another album but it is not until now
that she shares her third album
"Geimvísindi," which she will
perform at Airwaves. CES

Huginn

If the spectrum of the Icelandic
pop-rap mainstream goes from
angry-about-something aggro
dudes to watery-eyed stoner
party jams to fuck-the-patriarchy feminist rhyming, Huginn is floating around happily
in the shallow end of the pool
with some easy-going
autotune pop that you
might hear playing in a
duty free lounge soon.
JR

Ingibjörg Turchi

You might recognise
Ingibjörg from Icelandic disco band Boogie
Trouble. While juggling
life as a young musician, Ingibjörg is also
expanding her musical knowledge through
a BA in Composition
from Iceland Academy
of the Arts. Now debuting her solo work, she’ll
perform her own melodic take on the ambient genre, combining
i n st r u ment a l s w it h
electronic effects. CES

Ingibjörg Turchi

them. So it is with energetic indie-pop band
Bagdad Brothers, who
heralded the arrival
of “póstdreifing”—a
teeming arts collective throwing parties,
releasing music, planning exhibitions, and
gener a l l y h av i n g a
lovely great time. Check
them out for a lungful
of fresh energy. JR

???

Eydís Evensen

Berghaim

Bergur Andersen is a
well-known figure on
the Icelandic music
scene, and has been in
countless great bands
over the years. When
he moved to The Netherlands, he found himself all alone, and so,
Berghaim was born. A concept
project with a lo-fi acid-fried
sound and a weird visual universe, this is a intriguingly experimental highlight amongst
this year’s crop of Airwaves newbies. JR

electro-pop and R&B, Bríet’s
tunes combine breathy sultriness with earworm melodies
with a relaxed trap vibe. If there’s
one artist that’ll please both the
mainstream and indie crowds,
it’s Bríet. One to watch. HJC

Bríet

Dadykewl

At only 18 years old, Bríet took
the Icelandic music scene by
storm this year with her debut
single “In Too Deep.” A mix of

???

Kjartan Holm

While the hype bubble of Icelandic rap seems to be headed
for a traditional Iceland-style
burst, late-comer to the scene

Classically trained pianist and
composer Eydís Evensen wrote
her first piece at the the tender
age of six. Her music is ethereal
and beautiful, and still centered
around the piano. She’ll use Airwave to premiere many compositions that have never before been
performed live. CES

Helgi

Helgi’s music runs
???the gamut
of human emotion: heartbreak,
anxiety, love, ambition, loss
and energy. At least, that’s what
his bio on the Iceland Airwaves
website says. But the multi-instrumentalist is known for his
technical skill and sincerity, so
make sure to bring tissues. HJC

Hildur Vala

Another TV talent show inclusion, Hildur Vala first entered

Julian Civilian

Julian Civilian is the solo project
of the Reykjavík underground
music vet Skúli Jónsson, who,
while having played Airwaves
many times, is finally getting
his first solo slot. With a grungy
feel—think My Bloody Valentine
playing feel-good tunes—Julian
Civilian is certain to be a relaxed
and enjoyable show. Expect intense harmonies, introspective
lyrics and, above all else, good
vibes. HJC

Karitas

If you’re looking for some Eurovision fun at Airwaves, look no
further than Karitas. The winner
of the 2016 season of ‘The Voice’
Iceland, this singer knows how
to make her notes shimmer.
While she’s collaborated with
Daði Freyr and released a Christmas song, Karitas is best known
for her cover of “My Love” by Sia,

VENUE

ICELAND AIRWAVES

NORDIC INTIMACY

Two days of intimate Nordic
melancholy at the Nordic House.
An aural feast of solitary musicians clinging to their instruments
and pouring their hearts out.
November 8th 12.00–19.00

‘Nordic Intimacy’

Up close unplugged and personal sessions Vol. 1

November 9th 12.00–19.00

‘Nordic Intimacy’

Up close unplugged and personal sessions Vol. 2

November 10th

WE ARE FAMILY...!

– 11:00
Children’s experimental music playground.
– 14:00
Children’s open mic session.
– 15:00–16:00
DJ-Yamaho: FAMILY RAVE Are your
clubbing days are over? Can’t find
a babysitter? Bring your kids along
and show them how it’s done.
More information: www.nordichouse.is/en
Free entrance

Only 10 minutes walk from city center.
Sæmundargötu 11, 101 Reykjavík, nordichouse.is
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which she titled “Sæla.” It’s a
classically tinged version of the
ballad that’ll no doubt move you,
and make you move. HJC

Kjartan Holm

A musician who you might recognise as a touring member of Sigur Rós’s backing band, or from
his own post-rock collaboration
For A Minor Reflection, Kjartan
Holm is emerging this year as a
solo artist. Expect soundscapes,
experimentation and a sense of
sonic adventure. JR

KUL

The music of KUL is elusive—
they’ve released nothing, and
have no media presence. That
said, some of them were in classic Icelandic rock band
Botnleðja, and they’re
supposedly releasing
some material that they
recorded this summer
a ny day now. We’re
w a it i ng w it h bated
breath. HJC

Mókrókar

Mókrókar serves up experimental and improvisational music
based on funk and jazz vibes. The
band has an unusual sound that’s
almost unclassifiable; a product
of their lineup, which features
artists with backgrounds ranging from classical music to black
metal. So they’re basically the
best type of musical melting pot,
if you’re into that. HJC

Ragga Holm

Sprite Zero Clan

The fact that Sprite Zero Clan is
playing at Airwaves shows that
some people still have a sense
of humour, or that the worldwide IQ really has dropped. The
only comic rap group in Iceland,
Sprite Zero Clan explore such
topics like being at the wrong
bus stop or wearing sunglasses
on a sunny day. Their humour
will definitely be lost on those
who don’t speak Icelandic, but

A member of Reykjavíkurdætur,
Ragga is a female rapper fighting
to rebel against the patriarchy.
Now debuting her work as a solo
artist, she’ll perform some original pirate material at Airwaves.
CES

Sycamore Tree

Unapologetically romantic, the
songs of Sycamore Tree give
off a nostalgic vibe. Ágústa Eva
Erlendsdóttir’s beautiful voice
compliments Gunnar Hilmarsson’s calming guitar, and together they create a
dreamlike and delicate
musical world. Their
sound has brought success—since forming in
2017 they’ve reaching
the top 20 on the Nordic
chart five times. CES

Tara Mobee

Madonna + Child

I f y o u ’r e a f a n o f
t hose i n spi rat iona l
soundtracks from teen
movies—like the songs
t hey play when t he
main character realises their mistakes and
fixes them—don’t miss
Tara Mobee. She’s innocent, idealistic, sweet
and an escape from the
seriousness of many of
the other acts. HJC

Ljósfari

Ljósfari vag uely fits
into the singer/songwriter/folk/indie folk
categor y, but m i xes
that with catchiness
a nd hu mou r. A f t er
making a splash at this
years Músíktilraunir
contest, they’re at Airwaves hoping for more
of the same. HJC

though, she’s solo and serving
up her own pop music. While her
tunes don’t necessarily reinvent
the wheel, they’re chill and enjoyable. It’ll be a fun gig. HJC

Tara Mobee

???

Madonna + Child

Theatrica l, murderous lo-fi goth-pop duo
Madonna + Child are a
kind of evil-kawaii vibes project.
Performing in masks and with
all kinds of onstage accoutrements like religious statues and
ceremonial knives, their short,
sharp performances are hella
creepy, but absolutely hypnotic.
JR

Matthildur

A singer, songwriter and producer from Reykjavík, Matthildur
only recently started releasing
material under her own name.
Her wonderfully soothing debut
song, “Wonder,” came out just
last month. With her seductive,
Mariah Carey-ish voice, Matthildur’s pop sound has already
caught the ears of locals, and
propelled her onto the Airwaves
lineup. CES

Rock Paper Sisters

Rock Paper Sisters’ first live
show was at Laugardallshöllin,
where they opened up for Billy
Idol. Holy shit, right? The band
serves up an early 2000s tone in
the vein of At The Drive In or The
Mars Volta—relaxing melodic
bro-rock. So grab a beer and your
buddies, and come headbang for
a minute. HJC

Shakes

Do you believe no one plays
rock’n’roll like in the good ol’
days and the world is now devoid of real drums and good
melodies? ???
If you said yes, Shakes
agree completely with you. Their
album, Red Motel, comprises six
songs about sex and drugs to revive the real tunes of rock’n’roll.
CES

???

Ragga Holm
their stage show will probably
still be entertaining. HJC

SURA

Þura Stína or SURA is one of Reykjavík’s resident hip-hop queens.
This ain’t her first Airwaves rodeo—she’s actually performed
prev iou sly w it h C y ber a nd
Reykjavíkurdætur. This time,

Yung Nigo Drippin

If you like party music, Yung
Nigo Drippin will not disappoint.
With lyrics that revolve around
selling dope, hooking up with
girls, partying, and other typical cloud rap topics, it’s probably
the only Airwaves concert where
sipping cough syrup is not only
accepted, but encouraged. HJC
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AIRWAVES

HAPPY
HOUR

TAPAS+drINKS
EVERY DAY 17–18
Sangria and wine by glass, cocktails and beer on tap – half price!
Patatas bravas 890 kr.
Chicken wings Piri Piri 990 kr.
Chicken in chili crumbs 990 kr.
Lamb tenderloin in liquorice sauce 990 kr.
Bacon wrapped scallops and dates 990 kr.

late night dining
Our kitchen is open
until 23:30 on weekdays
and 01:00 on weekends

TAPASBARINN – A LOCAL FAVOURITE FOR 18 YEARS

Vesturgötu 3B | 101 Reykjavík
Tel. 551 2344 | www.tapas.is
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Kjartan Holm sits stock still,
gazing contemplatively into the
middle distance. “It’s gonna be
interesting to see how Airwaves
will be run this time,” he says,
finally. “I liked Harpa as a part of
the festival, but it could definitely work without it. Maybe it’s a
bit too polished and bright—it’s
better to be at Gaukurinn, or some
darker places.”
It ’s yet to be announced
which venue Kjartan will play in
this year, but over the years he’s
played in many of the darkest.
First emerging onto the stage of
Airwaves in 2006 as a member of
post-rock band For a Minor Reflection, he has played every year
since, appearing more recently
as a member of punk outfit Tófa.
In 2018, he’ll perform at Airwaves
solo for the first time.
“My first solo show was at
Norður og Niður, the Sigur Rós
festival,” he says. “I’ve been ex-

“There’s
a reason
we like the
sound of the
ocean—it’s
pure white
noise.”
perimenting—hopefully by the
time Airwaves comes I’ll have it
figured out,” he smiles. “No promises though.”

Film noise
Kjartan’s solo work—located
somewhere between contemplative composition, ambient
post-rock and drone/noise—is
a departure from his energetic,
raucous band projects. It began
during some time spent living
in Berlin under the tutelage of
Hildur Guðnadóttir and the late
Jóhann Jóhannsson, when he
started some solo experiments
during studio downtime.
“I just started making something,” he says. “And the results
are this album. I’m not sure what
I should call it—I say it’s noise
music but it has pretty moments,
orchestration, guitars, some
percussion. If it wasn’t so noisy

Loud
Places

Kjartan Holm explores orchestral noise
Words: John Rogers Photo: Hörður Sveinsson

it could be film music, but you
have these cinematic moments,
then these industrial moments,
then diatonic ambient moments.
If anyone can find a title for this
music, I’ll be thankful.”

Ocean sound
Although he speaks fondly of his
time in bands, saying ”everyone
should try it,” Kjartan finds a different kind of creative release in
his solo work. His album, “Amusics,” is a hypnotic, sculpted,
impressive block of sound; the
culmination of his band projects,
studio work, and a long-standing
interest in noise.
“I wrote my thesis on noise and
how noise affects the mind,” he
says. “It’s used for baby monitors,

to soothe a baby. There’s a reason
we like the sound of the ocean—
it’s pure white noise with no tonality. It’s a spectrum, sweeping
all the frequencies all at equal
volume, so we can’t distinguish
anything, but it’s nice. I’m curious whether this kind of music
can have this kind of influence on
people—music that’s really loud,
but puts you in a good place.”

Too much freedom
Reaching this good place has taken some time. “I think I’m finally
doing something I’ve been meaning to do for so long, but I hadn’t
found the time or reason for it,”
says Kjartan. “Getting to know
Jóhann and Hildur, and learning
from them, and getting to know

the insane pressure that comes
with major Hollywood stuff, you
really learn how to appreciate
your own time better.”
The limitations of working on
high-pressure film projects was
actually the catalyst for Kjartan’s
solo work. “Having too much freedom is maybe not always the best
thing,” he says. “I personally need
deadlines, or I’ll just have a panic
attack and produce nothing.” He
pauses, staring into the middle
distance again. “It can be the best
thing in the world, or it can tear
you apart.”

KJARTAN HOLM
THU 8th, 17:30, 12 Tónar
FRI 9th, 19:40, Bryggjan Brugghús
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In a packed Reykjavík alehouse
two black-clad, masked figures
appear onstage with a minimal
setup of a computer, a keyboard,
and a couple of mics. This equipment is accompanied by a tableau of props, including knives,
scissors and small animal figurines. The music that follows
is raw, unruly and experimental, backed by a minimalistic
but steady electronic beat. The
pair occasionally flash secretive
hand gestures, covering their
eyes as they sing about killing,
cutting, death and sorrow. They
are Madonna + Child, a mysterious duo known for their alternative approach to music and
performance.

The horror
The duo behind Madonna +
C h i ld i n si st on rema i n i ng
anonymous. “Faces don’t matter,” they declare. “And they
shouldn’t. We are both Madonna, and both Child.” When asked
why they make music, they say:
“Because why not?”
Music is Madonna + Child’s
way of welcoming people into
their world. Before each gig, they
drink coffee together and collect
the things needed for the concert. “Everything is always lost,”
they say. “We’re usually running
around the city for hours before our gigs.” They mournfully
reminisce about having to fetch
windchimes in Breiðholt an
hour before a soundcheck, and
combing through Reykjavík for
matching socks. “Nobody sold
the socks we wanted,” they say,
with a grin. “We ended up in a
horrible place called Kringlan.
Oh, the horror.”

A productive year
Madonna + Child had a noteworthy performance last January
supporting Panos From Komodo at Rauða Ljónið, a tuckedaway pub at the Eiðistorg mall.
They wore vision-obscuring cat
masks, and were joined by a cat
dancer for “Kisulagið,” their
kind-hearted ode to an undisciplined cat. “We kept bumping
into the walls, each other and
nearly everything else,” they
smile. "It made it hard to play
the keyboard."
This off beat approach has
gained them a cult following.
In July of last year, a cassette re-

Killing It

Masked duo Madonna + Child on cats, socks & Megas
Words: Alexander Jean de Fontenay Photo: Hörður Sveinsson

lease of their debut album ‘All
Around You’ quickly sold-out.
After some Airwaves off-venues,
they opened for Icelandic music
legend Megas at a sold out show
in December. “One half of the
people were very confused and
didn’t understand what was going on, while the other seemed
to like it,” they recall. Perhaps
Megas himself received a similar reaction, back in the day.

Black hole future
The masked duo are planning to
bolster their live performances
by adding visuals to their setup. “We’re working on a choreographed dance, which we will
reveal this year,” they eagerly
announce.

Plans for a Japanese release
of their debut album are in the
works, and a new vinyl/cassette
entitled ‘Sisters’ is due soon.
“We’re also planning an album
based on the German children’s
book ‘Der Struwwelpeter’,” they
say. “It demonstrates the disastrous consequences of misbehaviour to naughty children.” It
appears that Madonna + Child’s
cult congregation is set to grow
and grow.

MADONNA + CHILD
SAT 10th, 23:20, Hressingarskálinn

“Faces
don’t
matter,
and they
shouldn’t.
We are both
Madonna,
and both
Child.”
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Lay Low
Brostinn strengur

Nýdönsk
Himnasending

Ensími
Kafbátamúsík

Nýdönsk
Hunang

Rocky Horror
Tónlistin úr
leiksýningunni
í Borgarleikhúsinu

Todmobile
Hermaur

The Vintage Caravan
Gateways

New
releases

Björgvin Halldórsson
Ég syng fyrir þig

Teitur Magnússon
Orna

Skálmöld
Sorgir

aldamusic.is
alda@aldamusic.is
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All the albums + never released material

n

Remastered for vinyl
The music of Þursaflokkurinn has never sounded better

2XLP

2XLP

2XLP

Six albums on
nine records.
Coloured vinyl in
a box set
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Box set
Out November 16th
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“I just had
to come
and see
where this
music was
created.”
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Taking it home

All About
The Music
KEXP's Airwaves sessions have 85m views
Words: John Rogers

Photo: Jim Bennett & Charina Pitzel

Amidst the noise and chaos
of Iceland Airwaves, KEXP’s
off-venue—which the Seattle
radio station has hosted for the
last ten years, mostly at Kex Hostel—has been a staple. Each year
the station broadcasts live video
sessions by established stars and
up-and-coming prospects from
Kex’s packed bar, transmitting
the atmosphere and artistry of
Airwaves to a global audience.

ited Iceland on holiday in 2005,
sowing the seeds for the partnership.
“I wanted to experience the
midnight sun and the solstice,”
he says. “I was a fan of Icelandic
music of the 80s and 90s—Sugarcubes, GusGus and múm—but
when I heard Sigur Rós’ second album in 1999, that sealed the deal.
I just had to come visit and see
where this music was created.”

Good start

Bringing the ‘P’

KEXP’s Chief Content Officer,
and the host of the station’s
afternoon show, is the affable
Kevin Cole, who is instantly
recognisable for his distinctive
mane of silver hair. An easygoing presence with a clear reverence for music, Kevin is a long
time Icelandophile who first vis-

Kevin drove the Ring Road, “met
a lot of people, and bought a lot
of records.” Back in Seattle, he
started playing them out, and
kept tabs on the scene. Then, in
2007, he met Hlynur Guðjónsson, Iceland’s U.S. Trade Commissioner, at a music event in
New York where K EX P was

broadcasting live. “Band of Horses were playing, and there was a
lot of excitement, and he turned
to me and said ‘we have to do this
in Iceland.’ Of course, I said ‘Let’s
do it.’”
The partnership started with
a small team, Jim Beckmann
and Scott Holpainen, filming
sessions with handheld cameras at RÚV. Einar Örn hosted
the sessions, which were sent to
Kevin in Seattle—seven hours
behind—who would air them
later that day.
The next step was to broadcast live. “I came out to scout locations in the summer of 2011,”
says Kevin. “Kex was just being
finished. Benedikt Reynisson
took me there, and it just felt like
a good vibe for us right away. And
it was KEX… we could bring the ‘P.’
It was just fortuitous and cool.”

Seven years later, KEXP has
m ade a rou nd 1,2 0 0 v ideos
from 250 sessions, which have,
astoundingly, garnered over
85,000,000 views. “It’s been remarkable,” says Kevin. “We look
at these trips as an opportunity for discovery. We get recommendations, try and listen to
everything, see what we think
our listeners would like, and
think about artists that might
not make it out to Seattle in the
near future. We thought it would
be cool to work alongside bands
and help make it viable for them
to come and play in Seattle.”
Kevin has a clear fondness—
and demonstrable geekiness—
for the catalogue of sessions. He
looks through the list of artists,
rapidly reeling off the names
of artists like Sudden Weather
Change, FM Belfast, sóley, múm,
ADHD and Daníel Bjarnason. “If
you look at years one and two, it’s
incredible,” says Kevin. “MAMMÚT were a baby band, as were
Pascal Pinon. It’s been super cool
to build relationships with musicians over the years, witness
their growth, and play a bit of a
role in their evolution.”
W hen we tal k, the K EX P
schedule for 2018 is still coming together, but Kevin runs
through a couple of the confirmed names—from huge stars
to bands playing the festival for
the first time—with an equal
amount of glee. “There’s just
a lot of incredible music being
made in Iceland,” he smiles. “We
just feel humbled to be involved,
to connect music lovers and
bands, and to bring their music
to the global audience of music
lovers that is KEXP.”
KEXP PRESENTS
At Kex Hostel throughout the festival. Check The Airwaves App for info
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The
Search
For The
Ghost Duck

The epic journey of Berghaim’s concept album “Songs From The Young Earth”
Words: Phil Uwe Widiger Photo: Video Still

Berghaim is a character that is
half-hidden and half-visible.
The only thing that can be seen
is his face, protruding from
the ground. Having spent most
of his life in solitude, he was
shaped by the sounds around
him, to which he is constantly

“With this
project I
was able to
free myself
from the
burden of
perfection,
which is
dominant in
the making
of a pop
album.”

listening. His two best friends
are ducks that come to hang out
with him regularly, and to listen to him sing. They also study
camouf lage. W hen one duck
disappears because it was already better at camouflage than
the other duck, an epic search
for “the ghost duck” ensues.
Welcome to the fantastical
world of Berghaim.

A face in the earth
Bergur Thomas Anderson is the
mastermind behind Berghaim.
After playing in bands such as
Grísalappalísa and Oyama, he
has been focusing on performance art for the past few years.
“When I moved to the Netherlands, all of a sudden I had nobody to make music with,” he remembers. “So I started writing
music on my own, which evolved
into making music for performance pieces.”
B erg h a i m —“a c h a r a c t er
who is essentially a face in the
earth”—came into existence
about a year ago when Bergur
began researching camouflage
theories. “I’ve always thought
about him as a younger, more in-

nocent earth, related to Iceland
being a relatively recent geographical phenomena compared
to the rest of the world,” Bergur
explains. “By constantly listening to all the sounds around
him, he has acquired knowledge
and ideas about society and culture.”
After spending all those years
since the formation of Iceland in
solitude, Berghaim learned how
to speak and sing on his own.
Operating a pirate radio station
that broadcasts a mix of sounds,
he became the world’s first ever
sound collage artist.

A voice in progress
This summer, Bergur had the
opportunity to go record in a
music studio in Rotterdam, using mainly the old synth and
keyboard equipment available
at the studio. The evolution of
the songs was spontaneous, as
Bergur was learning how to use
the instruments at the same
time he was recording. “With
this project I was able to free
myself from the burden of perfection, which is dominant in
the making of a pop album,” he

explains. Berghaim is a voice in
progress, finding perfection in
imperfection.

The hermit and
the magician
The theme of the concept album,
inspired by the practice of tarot,
revolves around the epic journey
of regaining something lost and
growing through the journey
itself. In Berghaim’s case, it is
the search for one of his duck
friends that disappeared. Along
the way, the protagonists also
meet “the hermit’s friend,” who
is a magician and the gatekeeper to the underworld. He has the
powers to make things disappear. Is the hermit’s friend the
reason for the ghost duck’s disappearance?
B er g u r a i m s t o rele a s e
Berghaim’s debut album “Songs
From The Young Earth” before
his performance at this year’s
Iceland Airwaves music festival.
Will the ghost duck be found?
We’ll find out this November.
BERGHAIM
THU 8th, 23:30, Hressingarskálinn
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Positivity &
Empowerment
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difficult in genres such as metal, electronic music and jazz.
“Starting a conversation on this
topic is just really important,”
she continues. “If festivals say
that they don’t want to engage
in the equality pledge conversation, it’s kinda revealing. Not
all festivals are the same; a multi-genre showcase festival is
very different from, say, a hard
rock festival. But it’s great that
everyone has an opinion on this,
and if they’re not ready to pledge,
they’re at least alerted to the
change going on around them.”
On negative responses to
the movement, Anna responds
that there are always naysayers.
“We’ve had a great, positive reaction so far,” she says. “You’re
always afraid of a backlash if
you’re the first and only one to do
something like this.” For Anna,
it’s hard to hear that festivals
are afraid of not selling enough
tickets with a female dominated
lineup. “I just came back from
Way Out West in Gothenburg,
and I didn’t even think about it,”
she says.

Airwaves and gender equality
Words: Noemi Ehrat Photos: Ronald Rose
Recent ly, Icela nd A i r w aves
made headlines in the New York
Times for becoming the first
music festival to completely
close the gender gap between
male and female performers.
We wanted to know more about
this achievement and talked to
Anna Ásthildur Þórsteinnsson—the festival’s online manager—about intersectionality,
artist support and grassroot
movements.
Keychange, an umbrella organisation advocating for gender equality at music festivals,
wants to achieve gender balance
by 2022 for participating music
festivals. It’s supported by the
British PRS for music foundation, which aims at developing

new talents.
“Iceland Airwaves is actually a founding member of the
Keychange movement,” says
Anna. “We’ve been part of this
from the very beginning.” The
movement is further supported by the Creative Europe programme of the European Union
and other music festivals such
as the Reeperbahn festival and
Liverpool Sound City.

At the intersection
As a member of Keychange, Iceland Airwaves selected a few female artists and music industry
professionals to support.
“The way it works is that
these artists are booked by

Girls rock

the other Keychange founding
members’ festivals, and vice
versa,” she explains. The artists
chosen by Airwaves are dj. flugvél og geimskip, Kría, Hildur,
and Milkywhale. For industry
professionals, there are panels,
seminars, workshops and discussions held to further their
capabilities. For Anna, the 50:50
gender balance is part of a wider
ongoing conversation for the future of festivals, where “the key
is intersectionality.”
“The goal is really to create a
network of people and strengthen the ties of the movement,”
says A nna. “A ir waves is, of
course, lucky because there is
a seemingly endless supply of
amazingly talented women in
the indie and pop genre.”

Change comes
Anna thinks it can be more

Meanwhile, Iceland Airwaves
can not only boast about achieving an equal lineup—even the
staff behind the scenes is comprised of precisely 50% women
and 50% men. But the efforts of
Airwaves are only one facet of
the culture of supporting female
musicians in Iceland.
“There’s the grassroot movement ‘Stelpur Rokkar,’ or ‘Girls
Rock,’ which encourages girls to
take up the guitar or drums and
let their creativity flow,” Anna
explains. “Björk is also a great
role model as a female visionary
and pioneer for girls and women,” she adds. Anna thinks Iceland is on a good path on this issue, as there’s an ever-increasing
amount of female artists coming
from Iceland. “In the end, it's all
about positivity and empowering great artists in finding their
potential,” she finishes. “I hope
we can inspire other places to
follow suit and to facilitate positive change.”

AIRWAVES CONFERENCE
See a panel on gender and music on
Nov 9th at Centerhotel Plaza at 13:00

H
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HAPPY HOUR EVERY DAY @ 15 - 19.30

Burger
& Beer
“BEST
BURGER
IN
TOWN!”

ISK

- according
to Winston

0
9
4
.
2

@ THE GEOTHERMAL BEACH!
CARE FOR A VIKING SWIM?

BAR &
BISTRO
BRAGGINN BAR & BISTO • Nauthólsvegur 100 • www.bragginnbistro.is

https://www.facebook.com/bragginnbistro/
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Downtown Reykjavík has some
great independent record stores,
all of which sell LPs by Icelandic
artists that you might not find
elsewhere. So if—or more likely,
when—you fall head over heels
for some Icelandic band during
Airwaves, here are the places
where you might be able to track
down their music. Smekkleysa, 12 Tónar and Mengi also run
indie labels releasing many of
the best up and coming artists in
the country. Starting out at the
Kólaportið flea market, and working your way up to Lucky Records
on Rauðarárstígur, here are the
best places to go crate-digging in
downtown Reykjavík.

Kolaportið

Tryggvagata 19
Only open on weekends, this
cavernous space is a bric-abrac haven, selling everything
from cheap electronics to antique books and army surplus
clothing. There are a couple of
dedicated second-hand record
stalls, and you’ll stumble over
boxes of used vinyl tucked away
amongst the lamps, furniture,
ornaments and ephemera.

Kaffi Vínyl

Vinyl
Fantasy
2K18

A guide to downtown Reykjavík
record stores
Words: John Rogers Photos: Art Bicnick

Hverfisgata 76
This vegan café-bar is a great
lunch stop, and always has the
crackle of vinyl in the air
as the staff and customers pick
LPs to play from their sprawling,
eccentric record collection. The
café also runs the Bónus Plötur
micro-label releasing shortruns of 7” records—pick one up
if you’re seeking a true rarity.

Smekkleysa

Laugavegur 35
Smekkleysa (“ Bad Taste” in
English) is a record label and
creative collective that grew
from Reykjavík’s punk scene in
the 1980s—in fact, several Sugarcubes are still on the board.
Today, Smekkleysa also runs
a bright green record store at
Laugavegur 35 with a fine selection of CDs and vinyl.

12 Tónar

Skólavörðustígur 15
T h i s c l a s s i c Rey kjav í k re cord shop has been located
at Skólavörðustígur 15 since
1998. The friendly and knowledgeable staff are happy to
recommend Icelandic bands
you might like based on your listening habits. After compiling
your listening list, you’ll be given
some headphones and a spot
on the sofa, so you can shop
and relax at the same time.

Reykjavík Record Shop

Klapparstígur 35
The homely Reykjavík Record
Shop is tucked away in a small
unit on Klapparstígur, just off
the main Laugavegur strip. They
have a small but well-curated
selection of vinyl, from both Icelandic and international artists,
and there are some classics
from over the decades thrown
in for good measure.

Mengi

Oðinsgata 2
This artist-run arts and music
space is a staple of the local experimental music scene, hosting
interesting exhibits by day and
experimental performances by
night. It’s definitely worth popping in to check out the records
and art objects they have on sale
by local artists—and from their
label—in their gallery and shop.

Lucky Records

Rauðarárstígur 10
When it comes to the quantity on
offer, Lucky Records wins hands
down. It’s easy to lose an hour
to crate-digging here, whether you’re after specific rarities,
dusty second-hand LPs, or the
latest Icelandic and international releases. They also host free
concerts occasionally, so keep
an eye out out for those.
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the heart of downtown. There
are sixteen beers on tap, both
Icelandic and international, and
they have a focus on keeping the
prices affordable, in contrast to
Reykjavík’s generally pricey craft
bars. JR
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Fischer

Flavours Of
The Month

Fischersund
The “Sigur Rós shop” is a fascinating, one-off project run by
Jónsi and his family and friends.
More art installation than regular
store, it’s an aesthetic, sensual environment with a specially made soothing soundtrack,
sweet scents floating in the air,
and a natural, earthy colour palette. They sell a range of amazing things, from hand-picked
herbal tea, to artworks, records,
posters, custom-made herbal
scents and more. It’ll chill you
right out. JR

The freshest places
in 101 Reykjavík

Words: John Rogers & Hannah Jane Cohen
Photos: Art Bicnick, Timothée Lambrecq, Julie Rowland
Whether you're fresh off the plane, or just looking for some new spots to
check out alongside your old favourite haunts, here are a few notable
shops, bars and restaurants that have sprung up since Airwaves 2017.

Skelfiskmarkaðurinn
Bastard Brew & Food

Vegamótastígur 4
This brand new downtown
drinking hole is something of a
beer and bar-food palace. It’s an
English pub style environment,
without the sense of history—
everything from the tables to the
plush leather seating are catalogue-fresh—but with eleven
beers on tap, a great happy hour,
night time DJs and the phenomenally good ‘Fat Bastard’ burger
on offer, it’s already a firm favourite. JR

Klapparstígur 28-30
This new seafood restaurant sits
in the square that was formerly
the “Heart Garden,” on the site
where the infamous Sirkus nightclub once stood. It’s very much
“new Reykjavík,” with plush
seating, lots of gold, marble and
leather, several bars and dining
rooms, and an open-plan kitchen serving fresh seafood and
juicy steaks. They have the first
ever Icelandic oysters—firm and
small, farmed up in the north—
and the “fruits de mer” shellfish
trays are super fresh. JR

Miami

Hverfisgata 33
One of Reyjavík’s new out-andproud theme bar takes on the
Magic City of the ‘80s. With a
sharp aesthetic that’s miles
ahead of any other joint in town,
Miami serves up pure vice with a
splash of cosmopolitanism and a
dedicated ping-pong room in the
basement. It’s pricey, but it has
a good happy hour, the cocktail
menu was crafted by mixology veterans, and the wine and
champagne list is well-curated.
You’ll feel just like you’re in ‘Scarface,’ minus the massacres and
mountains of cocaine. HJC

Le Kock 2.0

Tryggvagata 14
Lauded burger joint Le Kock
invades 101 with a downtown
location. In the ground floor of a
new hotel, it’s a large space with
three components: the Le Kock
diner serving burgers, fish and
chips, and comfort food favourites; a cocktail bar called Tail;
and a second branch of Deig, Le
Kock’s sister bakery. The music
policy can be shaky—unless you
like Status Quo—but the all-day
happy hour has 1,500 ISK cocktails and 800 ISK beers. JR

Session Bar

Bankastræti 14, First Floor
We’re currently experiencing
an explosion of new drinking
holes in 101. One of the newest is Session Bar, a minimalist
craft-beer-focused drinking den
housed in a former hair salon in

Grandi Mathöll

Grandagarður 16
Reykjavík food halls are, as it
turns out, just like London buses: you wait around for one, and
then two come along at once.
Just as we’re getting used to the
presence of the resoundingly
successful Hlemmur Mathöll,
up pops the city’s second street
food palace in the Grandi harbour area. It has an immediately
comfortable feel, with various
stools, benches and couches
scattered through the space.
There are nine concessions and
a bustling, social feel as people
meander between the vendors,
who shout out names as their
orders are ready. Our tip: the
chicken thigh soup from Víetnam
or some salmon and bubbly from
LAX. JR
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Best Of
Reykjavík

Best Brunch

ACTIVITIES

Best Pool

Airwaves Edition
Cafe Paris
Austurstræti 14

Cafe Paris’s European style brunch
with a few American classics thrown
in, make for a must-do weekend
activity. Near perfect eggs florentine,
top-notch fried chicken with waffles,
and a hulking stack of pancakes, some
bubbly, and the quintessential brunch
experience is complete. Take your time
at brunch here: relax, sit back, and sip
on an ice-cold Bellini.

As you make your way around town, you
might notice our Best of Reykjavík magazine in the bars, cafés and shops. It’s
stuffed with the best things to do and
see in our fair capital. We thought you might find our panels’ picks
in these categories particularly useful during Airwaves.
DRINKING

Best Goddamn Bar

SHOPPING

Best Place For Local Fashion

Best Goddamn Restaurant

Hverfisgata 26
In a stylish dining room with an open
kitchen, Mat Bar churns out seasonal,
unconventional, delicious food, from
Icelandic monkfish livers to grilled,
stuffed squid, a stellar hand-stretched
mozzarella with pickled tomatoes,
rosemary-dusted lamb chops, and
fantastic cocktails. They raise the bar
for vegetarian dishes too.

Best Late-Night Bite

Mandi

Veltusund 3b
“It should make your hands dirty. You
should need like 5 napkins at least,”
said the panel. And that’s what you’ll get
at Mandi. Their quesadilla-like arais maria is thin flatbread stuffed with ground
lamb and spices, grilled and served like
a Syrian calzone. The guys behind the
counter are forever smiling, the food
is cheap, the crowd is bustling, and
it hits all the bases for being a sweet
post-party snack spot like no other.

Barónsstígur 45a

101’s iconic swimming palace Sundhöllin is back, and better than ever. There’s
a new outdoor pool, a new reception
area, refreshed changing facilities,
and a corridor-like hot pot with lots of
space for chilling and chatting. “I used
to trek from 101 to Vesturbærlaug, but
the renovations put Sundhöllin on top,”
said the panel. “The changing rooms
are beautiful—like Wes Anderson meets
M. C. Escher..”

Best Gallery

Kaffibarinn

KIOSK

KB is the hands-down winner here. Many
bars come and go and redecorate and
rename and put on bells and whistles,
but Kaffibarinn has stayed the course
for the better part of two decades—
because it’s just a really good, reliable
place. “They have great drink selection,
you can dance or sit and talk if you
want, and the DJs are on point,” said
one panellist. The finest point of the
place is perhaps the colourful staff,
who always seem like a little family.
TL;DR: Kaffibarinn is fucking awesome.

This is the eighth time in a row that
KIOSK is chosen as best local boutique,
and for a good reason. KIOSK is a collective run by four independent Icelandic
designers who often take turns working
at the counter. The designers play
with different ideas and materials, so
you can find heavy knits next to the
smoothest of silks, while bold, clashing
prints coexist with more subtle, monochromatic pieces. If you’re looking for
one-of-a-kind investment, there’s no
better place to be.

Best Place To End The Night

Best Wool Sweater Shop

Prikið

Handprjónasambandið

Grótta

Handprjónasambandið’s high shelves
are packed with sweaters and woollen
garments of all shapes, sizes and
colours. They’re all handmade and of
outstanding quality. If you need help
with sizes, ask one of the ladies and
they’ll welcome you with a smile. “This is
why I go there: if you want quality, this
is where you’ll find it,” said the panel. It'll
stay with you for years, as long as you
don't put it in the washing machine.

The tip of the Reykjavík peninsula has
an iconic lighthouse perched right on
the end, reachable at low tide via a
pedestrian causeway. There’s also a nature reserve, a walking path, and little
else, meaning light pollution is low. “You
can get there by bus,” said the panel.
“You might see those kids out there
selling kleinur and cocoa—so you can
have an authentic child entrepreneur/
child labour experience, too.”

Bergstaðastræti 1

Mat Bar

Sundhöllin

Bankastræti 12
Prikið is the bar version of that “I’m
going to bed early tonight vs. me at
3 a.m.” meme. Show up at 10 p.m. and
it’s Rancho Relaxo. Get there at 2 a.m.
and it’s House Party. “It has a very
specific atmosphere,” said one panellist
referring to its young, raucous, hip-hopcentric vibes. Fun, fresh music, crazy
dance floor, good basic drinks, cute
fun people, lovely staff, and never a dull
moment. There will be a line outside, but
it's worth it.

Ingólfstræti 6

Skólavörðustígur28

i8

Tryggvagata 16
i8 wins best art gallery in 2018 for the
fifth time. The reasoning is simple:
they show amazing art, all the time.
Their roster includes many of Iceland’s
foremost contemporary artists. “Contemporary art takes itself very seriously
sometimes, but i8 doesn’t—in the best
possible way.”

Best Place To See The Aurora

Seltjarnarnes
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“Use your sauna time
to work through your
feelings about whatever
embarrassing thing you
did last night at the
RVKDTR show.”
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Get Your Shit
Together

The ultimate Airwaves hangover
guide
Words: Hannah Jane Cohen Photos: Art Bicnick
Hey guys, you know what’s cool?
Alcohol. You know what’s not cool?
The stuff alcohol does to you. So let
the Grapevine guide you through
the shame and misery of that inevitable Airwaves hangover. We
understand.

the pain. The hangover day is
here…officially.
But, lucky for you, you chose
to get drunk in Reykjavík, which
is not only the Chlamydia capital of the world—watch out
for one-night stands—but also
the capital of the country with
possibly the best water in the
world. So please, skip the plastic
and drink from the tap. If you’re
really hurting, down an ibuprofen as well.

MORE WATER

Water
You know that moment when
you wake up after a long night
out and your entire body feels
like a raisin screaming out for
moisture? Well, thanks to all of
those Fernet Branca shots last
night, you’re there. Welcome to

“carb-dashian ” style. So grab
your wallet, dark sunglasses,
barf bag and 66° North sweatshirt, and get ready to carb-load
like you’re about to run a marathon. You deserve this.
There are two choices here,
depending on the vibe of the
hangover meal you’re searching
for. First off, nothing hits the
spot better than a greasy burger from Prikið, topped off with
a healthy portion of their legendary fries and cocktail sauce.
While some might opt for a beer
at this point, we’d urge you to
put that off and just get a large
Coke instead. You need the sugar
and caffeine, darling. And don’t
worry, their vegan burgers are
just as naughty.
That said, if you’re more on
the bougie side, Café Paris’ pancakes are the way to go. Basically the fanciest way to consume
carbs, we’d recommend the ones
doused with caramel and bananas. Sure, it’s nontraditional, but there’s a reason we call
Café Paris the dark horse of the
hangover meal. A sweet, moist,
luxurious reason.

Food
Now that you’ve quenched your
thirst, you’ll need some calories,

Now that you’re full, caffeinated and hydrated, it’s time to
rejuvenate your skin and soul
with a long soak at the pool.
While there are a ton of hot pots
around Reykjavík, the downtown haunt Sundhöllin is a fine
choice. Not only is it closer to

your food venues and presumably your overpriced Airbnb,
but with the new renovation,
everything’s shiny and kind of
glamorous. So do a few laps,
sweat it out in the steam room
and warm those cool bones. How
much like a competent adult do
you feel now?
Pro-tip: Use your sauna time
to work through your feelings
about whatever embarrassing
thing you did last night at the
RVKDTR show.

Beer
The last step in the guide to surviving a hangover is, unfortunately, to start drinking again.
Hair of the dog, you know?
To do so like a pro, download t he Grap ev i ne’s Appy
Hour app—woah, I hear you
say, are you seriously putting
a plug for your own app in the
article? Um, why yes, we are.
And you know why? Drinking
in Reykjavík is expensive and
we at the Grapev ine believe
you deserve the cheapest legal high you can get. It’s your
god-given right as an Airwaves
guest. So use the app to find
the cheapest places around—
we’re fans of the happy hours
at Bravó, Kaffibrennslan and
Kaffibarinn—and start crackin’ open a few cold ones. Then
continue until the shows start,
pa r t y ha rd, a nd repeat t he
whole process the next morning.
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Malbygg brewery offer 1000kr
10pm-1:00 Live music

Old Icelandic super prices Tuesdays
Lady Brewery Offer 1000kr / free snacks
12-21:00 everything on menu for 1000kr
10pm-1:00 Live music

Piano Wednesdays
Brothers Brewery offer 1000kr
12-21:00 Wine and Dine // Fruits & Meats platter.
10pm-1:00 Live music

Cheesy Thursdays
Austri brewery offer 1000kr // 12-21:00 red Wine on
special offer and free Icelandic selection of Cheese
10pm-1:00 Live music

Fermented Fridays
Ölvisholt brewery offer 1000kr // Viking meetup at
20:00-22:00 // Shark and Brennivín 1000kr
11pm-2:00 Live music

Smorrebrod Saturdays
Seagull brewery 67 offer 1000kr
12-21:00 Smorrebrod & Snacks for 1000kr.
Brennivín on 500kr. // 11pm-2:00 Live music

Sunday Funday!
Kaldi brewery offer 1000kr
12-21:00 Waffles & Muled Wine
10pm-1:00 Live music

LINE UP
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Off-Venue
Schedule

Waldorfskólinn Sólstafir
13:00
13:30
13:45
14:00
14:30

Lamako
Dýri
Ellen Þ.
Rock Paper Sisters
Joey Christ

Both the official and off-venue schedules are subject to change.
You can find the latest version of the schedule at icelandairwaves.is
and in the Airwaves app.

MONDAY NOV. 5
Dillon
19:00
20:00
21:00
22:00
23:00

Kíma
Future Figment
Tommy and the Commies
Pink Street Boys
Skrattar

Dillon

12 Tónar

Grund

Canopy by Hilton Reykjavík

Hilton Reykjavík Nordica
17:00 Ingileif
18:00 Sylvia Erla

Kex Hostel
KEXP Presents

Line up info in the Iceland Airwaves
app.

TUESDAY NOV. 6
Dillon
18:00
19:00
20:00
21:00
22:00
23:00

Moonbear
Dalí
Grúska Babúska
Shawn William Clarke
Pétur Ben
Snorri Helga

Listaháskóli Íslands,
tónlistardeild

17:00 New Audiences and Innovative Practice - Verk í vinnslu
/Sharing Work-In-Progress
18:00 Resterne af Rigsfællesskabet - Heðin Ziska Davidsen,
Jesper Pedersen and Miké
Thomsen

Lucky Records

16:30 Big Gorgeous (US)
17:30 Bistro Boy
18:30 MIMRA

Petersen Svítan
15:30
16:30
17:30
18:30

WEDNESDAY NOV. 7
12 Tónar

17:30 Gróa
18:15 Tófa

THURSDAY NOV. 8

16:00 Linda Hartmans
17:00 Blakkát
18:00 TBA
10:00 Sóley

Julian Civilian
Raven
Jelena Ćirić
Aron Birkir

Slippbarinn at Icelandair
Hotel Reykjavík Marina

16:30 Indriði
17:30 Gyða
18:30 Benny Crespo's Gang

16:30 EinarIndra
17:30 Tonik Ensemble
18:30 Hermigervill

Nordic House

14:00 - 19:00
Nordic Intimacy - up close,
unplugged and personal sessions
Vol 1
An aural feast of solitary musicians
clinging to their instruments and
pouring their hearts out.
Line up info at:
www.nordichouse.is

Petersen Svítan

Canopy by Hilton Reykjavík
17:00 S.Hel
18:00 Raven

Lucky Records

17:30 Kjartan Holm
18:15 Skúli Sverrisson
16:00 Special - K
17:00 Mill
18:00 Birgir

Dillon

16:00 BeeBee and the Bluebirds
17:00 Omotrack
18:00 Sturle Dagsland

Hilton Reykjavík Nordica
16:00 MIMRA
17:00 DALÍ
18:00 Árný

Hitt Húsið

15:30
16:30
17:30
18:30

Auður
Svala
Daði Freyr
Munstur

Slippbarinn at Icelandair
Hotel Reykjavík Marina
15:30
16:30
17:30
18:30

VASI
Axel Flóvent
CeasTone
Árstíðir

Stúdentakjallarinn
Landsbankinn off-venue
17:00 BRÍET
17:30 Huginn
18:00 Kælan Mikla

Waldorfskólinn Sólstafir

12:30 Umbra
13:00 Tónlist með tilgang / Musical Journeys
14:00 S.Hel
14:30 Bjartmar Guðlaugsson

17:15 Darri
18:00 200 Mafía

Ísafold Restaurant at
CenterHotel Thingholt
16:00 Aron Birkir
17:00 VIO
18:00 Stafrænn Hákon

Kex Hostel
KEXP Presents

Line up info in the Iceland Airwaves
app.

FRIDAY NOV. 9

Listaháskóli Íslands,
tónlistardeild

12 Tónar

17:00 New Audiences and Innovative Practice - Verk í vinnslu
/Sharing Work-In-Progress
18:00 Tónlist með tilgang /
Musical Journeys - Sigrún
Kristbjörg Jónsdóttir

17:30 Ingibjörg Turchi
18:15 Reptilicus (‘Unison' Album
release concert)

Canopy by Hilton Reykjavík
16:00 Hinemoa
17:00 Máni Orrason
18:00 Ylja

45
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Can't catch the Northern Lights?
Don't worry, we have already done it for you!

10%
OFF
ENTRANCE FEE
MULTIMEDIA EXHIBITION

TOURwww.aurorareykjavik.is
BOOKING

MOVIE THEATER

GIFT SHOP AND GALLERY

Grandagarður 2 | 101 Reykjavík
Tel: +354 780 4500
Bus 14 | free parking

OPEN DAILY 09:00 - 21:00
www.aurorareykjavik.is
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Off-Venue
Schedule

Cintamani Bankastræti

Line up info in the Iceland Airwaves app.

Both the official and off-venue schedules are subject to change.
You can find the latest version of the schedule at icelandairwaves.is
and in the Airwaves app.

Nordic House

14:00 - 19:00
Nordic Intimacy - up close,
unplugged and personal sessions
Vol 1
An aural feast of solitary musicians clinging to their instruments
and pouring their hearts out.
Line up info: nordichouse.is

Petersen Svítan
Dillon
14:00
15:00
16:00
17:00
18:00

Skaði
Laser Life
Retro Mutants
Mighty Bear
Reggie Óðins

Hilton Reykjavík Nordica
16:00 Kajak
17:00 Raven
18:00 Heiðrik (FO)

Hitt Húsið
15:00
15:45
16:30
17:15
18:00

15:30
16:30
17:30
18:30

Tara Mobee
Arnar Úlfur
AmabAdamA
Two Toucans

Slippbarinn at Icelandair
Hotel Reykjavík Marina

15:30
16:30
17:30
18:30

GKR
JóiPé x Króli
Hildur
Herra Hnetusmjör

Stúdentakjallarinn

Line up info in the Iceland Airwaves app.

16:30 Futuregrapher
17:30 Tómas Jónsson
18:30 Moses Hightower

Hilton Reykjavík Nordica
16:00 Aron Birkir
17:00 Elín Harpa
18:00 AFK

Hitt Húsið
13:45
14:30
15:15
16:00
16:45
17:30

Hekla
Jóhanna Elísa
Elín Sif
Ateria
Raven
Between Mountains

Kex Hostel
KEXP Presents

Line up info in the Iceland Airwaves app.

Petersen Svítan
15:30
16:30
17:30
18:30

Omotrack
Ingileif
Mosi
Karítas

Ský at CenterHotel
Arnarhvoll
16:00 Febrúar
17:00 MIMRA
18:00 Ingunn Huld

Slippbarinn at Icelandair
Hotel Reykjavík Marina
15:30
16:30
17:30
18:30

Himbrimi
Hórmónar
Kiriyama Family
Agent Fresco

Stúdentakjallarinn

Line up info in the Iceland Airwaves app.

Lucky Records

13:00 Hjálmar
15:00 Teitur Magnússon
16:00 Godchilla

16:30 Mill
17:30 Ari Árelíus
18:30 VAR

Lucky Records

Bjartmar Guðlaugsson
Óværa
Horrible Youth
Volcanova
Fræbblarnir

15:30 Huginn
16:00 BRÍET
16:30 Aron Can

Jörgensen Kitchen & Bar at
CenterHotel Miðgarður

Line up info in the Iceland Airwaves app.

14:00
15:00
16:00
17:00
18:00

Landsbankinn

Ljósfari
Sturle Dagsland (NO)
KLAKI
Omotrack
Mókrókar

Kex Hostel
KEXP Presents

Dillon

Children aged 7-13 with a desire
to make live music, get the chance
to perform on stage with professional musicians at Airwaves. Registration with requests to: intern.
projekt@nordichouse.is
15:00-16:00
DJ-Yamaho (Natalie Gunnars)
will DJ the family Rave with a little
help from some "small friends"
Family Rave (Nordic(ish) 90s Nostalgia" glitter, neon, extravaganza.
Costumes welcome)
Your clubbing days over? No
babysitter? Bring your kids along
and show them how it's done. A
mega dance party for the entire
family.

Nordic House
We are family!

SATURDAY NOV. 10
12 Tónar

Canopy by Hilton Reykjavík
16:00 TBC - See app for details
17:00 Helgi
18:00 Una Stef

11:00-14:00
Children's experimental music
playground.
A wide playing field of acoustic
and electronic play stations for
experimenting with sound and
music.
14:00-15:00
Children's open mic session

SUNDAY NOV. 11
Dillon
18:00
19:00
22:00
23:00

TBC
Johnny & the Rest
TBC
TBC
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Airwaves

ONLINE
DISCOUNT

Promo Code

AIR18

WE GO THE EXTRA MILE
+354-560-8800

specialtours.is

GOLD-CLASS
ENVIRONMENTAL
UMHVERFISFLOKKUN

CERTIFIED
TRAVEL SERVICE
VIÐURKENND
FERÐAÞJÓNUSTA

info@specialtours.is

BRING
ON THE

BURRITO

HEALT
HY
LOCAL
FAST F
OOD
CHAIN

WE ARE OPEN LATE!

A true Mexican fiesta for your taste buds!

Visit us at one of our 10 locations. At the N1 Service Station next to the BSÍ Bus Terminal, we are open
until 4 am on weekends. So after a fun night at Airwaves, what place is better for your perfect late night bite?
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NORTHERN
LIGHTS
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Friday Nov. 9th
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Centerhotels Plaza, Aðalstræti 4-6
12:00 Reykjavik Music
City x UNESCO
City Of Literature

(45 mins) Room 1
How do words become
lyrics? The Reykjavík
Music City finds out how
musicians transform text
into music.

13:00 Druslugangan
Presentation

(30 mins) Room 1
Nearly half of female
festival goers have faced
sexual harassment at
music festivals. Druslugangan discusses how to
combat the problem.

Iceland Airwaves
Lounge And
Conference 2018
Music festivals are a great opportunity for the music industry to come
together. For that reason, the Iceland Airwaves Lounge and Conference
is returning for its fourth edition this year, organised by Iceland Music.
As in previous years, artists and industry delegates are invited to a day
of networking events that give Icelandic artists the chance to meet international managers, bookers, publishers and more.
For the first time this year, we are opening up the conference to
non-wristband holders to give everyone a chance to see the fascinating
and exciting inner workings of the music industry. Our varied topics
include gender equality, blockchain technology, and the changing media
and its impact on artists.

15:00 Blockchain Discussion: Music And
Copyright

(45 min) Room 1
Blockchain is most associated with cryptocurrency, but how can musicians use the technology
to protect their work?

16:00 In Conversation:
Bob Lefsetz

(60 mins) Room 1
American music industry
analyst and critic Bob
Lefsetz discusses the
climate of the music
industry today and more.

14:00 Music And Media:
Old And New

(45 mins) Room 1
From newspapers to
tweeting, the evolution of
media has changed how
musicians connect with
their audience.
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Cheryl K Ang, Iceland Music

e
tabl

Hope to see you there!

(60 mins) Room 2
The importance of artist-led collectives in the
music industry..

(30 mins) Room 2
For indie musicians, Spotify’s new direct upload
and direct pitching tools
help artists reach a wider
audience.

“We are opening up the
conference to give everyone
a chance to see the
fascinating inner workings
e
h
of the music industry.”
atosp
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13:00 Breaking The
System

14:30 Spotify Artist Tools

Iceland’s only
cat café, adoptable cats, cozy
atosphere and vegan treats galore
Bergstaðastræti 10a, 101 Reykjavik • Instagram | Facebook: kattakaffihusid • open every day from 10:00–18:00

Ic
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SLIPPBARINN WILL TAKE
PART IN THE ICELAND AIRWAVES
FESTIVAL BY HOSTING
OFF-VENUE EVENTS EVERY DAY.

We love food and drinks
Meet old and new friends at Slippbarinn and experience
Reykjavík like a local. Open early until late, Slippbarinn offers
wholesome, fresh and zesty food and drinks.
If you are the kind of person who enjoys exceptional cocktails
and mouthwatering food, Slippbarinn is the place to be!

#slippbarinn
Enjoying the atmosphere! Show us
with a hashtag on Instagram.

jazz all Wednesdays and DJ’s on weekendS

Breakfast

Mon-Sun: 6:30AM - 10AM

Brunch

Sat-Sun: 12PM - 3PM

Lunch, dinner
and cocktails
Sun-Thur: 11:30AM - 12 AM
Fri-Sat: 11:30AM - 1 AM

Happy hour every day from 3 PM - 6 PM
Very late happy hour

Sun-Thur: 10 PM - 11:30 PM

Book a table at slippbarinn.is
or at +354 560 8080

Icelandair Hotel Reykjavik Marina, Myrargata 2, 101 Reykjavik
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REYKJAVÍK ART
MUSEUM
Icelandair Stage

WED

00:10
23:00
22:10
21:20
20:30
19:40

Hayley Kiyoko (US)
Reykjavíkurdætur (IS)
Úlfur Úlfur (IS)
Auður (IS)
Hildur (IS)
GDRN (IS)

November 7

GAMLA BÍÓ

IÐNÓ

HÚRRA

GAUKURINN

Heineken Stage
RÚV presents

Landsbankinn Stage

00:20
23:20
22:20
21:20
20:30
19:40

20 years of Iceland Airwaves

00:25
23:30
22:30
21:30
20:40
19:50

Valdimar (IS)
Una Stef (IS)
Moses Hightower (IS)
Hildur Vala (IS)
Árstíðir (IS)
Kiriyama Family (IS)

HARD ROCK CAFÉ
Hertz Stage
00:20 KUL (IS)
23:20 Austurvíg sturvígstöðvarnar (IS)
22:20 Korter í flog (IS)
21:20 Beebee and the Bluebirds
(IS)
20:20 Mosi (IS)
19:30 Árný (IS)

00:20
23:10
22:00
21:00
20:00

Une Misère (IS)
Kælan Mikla (IS)
GlerAkur (IS)
Special-K (IS)
Himbrimi (IS)

Máni Orrason (IS)
Rythmatik (IS)
VAR (IS)
Ateria (IS)
Grúska Babúska (IS)
Febrúar (IS)

HRESSINGAR
SKÁLINN

BRYGGJAN
BRUGGHÚS

00:20
23:20
22:30
21:40
20:50
20:00

Cintamani Stage

Allenheimer (IS)
asdfhg. (IS)
Jökull Logi (IS)
TRPTYCH (IS)
Moonbear (IS)
KLAKI (IS)

00:20
23:20
22:30
21:40
20:50

Helgi (IS)
Teitur Magnússon (IS)
Bodypaint (IS)
Árni Vil (IS)
Ingibjörg Turchi (IS)

REYKJAVÍK ART
MUSEUM

SKÚLI CRAFT BAR
THE OFFICIAL ICELAND
AIRWAVES CLUBHOUSE
(wristbands only)
15:00 - 23:00
Special deals on drinks and food

THU

00:10
23:00
22:20
21:40
20:50
20:00

Godchilla (IS)
Dead Sea Apple (IS)
Toy Machine (IS)
Carpet (IS)
Korter í flog (IS)
Future Figment (IS)

SILFURSALIR
TVG/Zimsen Stage
00:20
23:20
22:30
21:40
20:50
20:00

JMSN (US)
GKR (IS)
Cell7 (IS)
Yung Nigo Drippin' (IS)
Huginn (IS)
Countess Malaise (IS)

GAMLA BÍÓ

Icelandair Stage

Heineken Stage
Line of Best Fit presents

00:00
22:50
21:40
20:40
19:50

00:00
22:40
21:30
20:20
19:30

Superorganism (UK)
Alma (FI)
Tommy Cash (EE)
Tierra Whack (US)
BRÍET (IS)

Nadine Shah (UK)
Stereo Honey (UK)
Warmland (IS)
Mr. Silla (IS)
Between Mountains (IS)

November 8

ÞJÓÐLEIKHÚSIÐ

IÐNÓ

HÚRRA

GAUKURINN

The Reykjavík Grapevine
Stage

Landsbankinn Stage

Les Inrockuptibles presents

00:20
23:20
22:20
21:30
20:40
19:50

00:00
22:40
21:30
20:30
19:30

Ólafur Arnalds (IS)
Högni (IS)
Hugar (IS)
Lisa Morgenstern (DE)
Bára Gísladóttir (IS)

00:10
22:50
21:50
20:50
20:00

Tamino (BE/EG)
Snail Mail (US)
Husky Loops (UK)
Gyða (IS)
Ateria (IS)

00:30
23:20
22:20
21:20
20:20
19:30

Jimothy Lacoste (UK)
Injury Reserve (US)
Girlhood (UK)
Jockstrap (UK)
Tawiah (UK)
Bagdad Brothers (IS)

Descartes a Kant (MX)
Sorry (UK)
Hórmónar (IS)
GRÓA (IS)
Tófa (IS)
Vicky (IS)

The Reykjavík Grapevine
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Hertz Stage
00:30
23:40
22:50
22:00
21:10
20:30
19:50

Arnar Úlfur (IS)
Sprite Zero Klan (IS)
AlVIA (IS)
Geisha Cartel (IS)
SURA (IS)
Ragga Holm (IS)
Elli Grill (IS)

HRESSINGAR
SKÁLINN

BRYGGJAN
BRUGGHÚS

00:20
23:30
22:40
21:50
21:00
20:10
19:20

Cintamani Stage

ZAAR (DK)
Berghaim (IS)
Yeo (AU)
ABBACOOK (EC)
Dadykewl (IS)
Mueveloreina (ES)
Kajak (IS)

FRÍKIRKJAN

SKÚLI CRAFT BAR

22:20
21:10
20:00
19:00

THE OFFICIAL ICELAND
AIRWAVES CLUBHOUSE
(wristbands only)

Ylja (IS)
Snorri Helgason (IS)
Gabríel Ólafs (IS)
Bláskjár (IS)

00:20
23:10
22:10
21:20
20:20

Trupa Trupa (PL)
AmabAdamA (IS)
Indriði (IS)
Elín Harpa (IS)
Barry Paquin Roberge
(CA)
19:30 Surf Dads (CA)

SILFURSALIR
TVG/Zimsen Stage
00:20
23:20
22:20
21:20
20:30
19:40

Off Bloom (UK/DK)
Haiku Hands (AU)
Milkywhale (IS)
Fieh (NO)
Sunna (IS)
VAZ (SE)

REYKJAVÍK ART
MUSEUM
Icelandair Stage

15:00 - 23:00
Special deals on drinks and food

FRI
November 9

01:00
00:00
23:20
22:40
22:00
21:20
20:40
20:00

Cashmere Cat (NO)
Sturla Atlas (IS)
Philip Emilio (NO)
Logi Pedro (IS)
Floni (IS)
Birnir (IS)
Joey Christ (IS)
Young Karin (IS)

HARPA FLÓI

GAMLA BÍÓ

ÞJÓÐLEIKHÚSIÐ

IÐNÓ

01:00
23:40
22:20
21:10
20:00
19:10

Heineken Stage
Line of Best Fit presents

00:00
22:30
21:10
20:00
19:00

Landsbankinn Stage

Aurora (NO)
Scarlet Pleasure (DK)
Vök (IS)
aYia (IS)
Unnsteinn (IS)
SiGRÚN (IS)

00:20
23:10
22:00
21:00
20:00

Hatari (IS)
The Voidz (US)
Agent Fresco (IS)
Mammút (IS)
Fufanu (IS)

Ólafur Arnalds (IS)
Högni (IS)
Sóley (IS)
Sólstafir (IS)
Eivør (FO)

20 Years of Moshi Moshi
01:40 Stephen Bass DJ Set (UK)
00:30 Benin City (UK)
23:10 Flamingods (UK/BH)
22:00 Girl Ray (UK)
21:00 Charles Watson (UK)
20:00 The Rhythm Method (UK)

HÚRRA

GAUKURINN

HARD ROCK CAFÉ

03:00
02:10
01:00
23:50
22:50
21:40
20:50
20:00

02:20
01:00
00:00
23:00
22:10
21:20
20:30
19:40

Iceland Sync presents

DJ Snorri Ástráðs (IS)
Sykur (IS)
WWWater (BE)
Jarami (SE)
Smerz (NO)
Rizan Said (SY)
dj flugvél og geimskip (IS)
KRÍA (IS)

BRYGGJAN
BRUGGHÚS
Cintamani Stage
00:20
23:10
22:10
21:20
20:30
19:40

The Orielles (UK)
Kat Frankie (AU/DE)
Holy Nothing (PT)
Magnús Jóhann (IS)
Mari Kalkun (EE)
Kjartan Holm (IS)

Grísalappalísa (IS)
Trupa Trupa (PL)
Fontaines D.C. (IE)
Nanook (GL)
Ring of Gyges (IS)
Stafrænn Hákon (IS)
Horrible Youth (IS)
Different Turns (IS)

06:00 6am Rave with Yoga
Moves with DJ Margeir and
Tómas Oddur from Yoga Shala
(IS)

02:20
01:20
00:20
23:20
22:20
21:20
20:40
20:00

GKR (IS)
Surma (PT)
∑tella (GR)
Plàsi (SE)
Svala (IS)
Auður (IS)
AFK (IS)
Karítas (IS)

HRESSINGAR
SKÁLINN
Möller Records Presents
03:00
01:00
00:00
23:20
22:30
21:40

Bervit (IS)
Árni² (IS)
Futuregrapher (IS)
Bistro Boy (IS)
EinarIndra (IS)
Gunnar Jónsson
Collider (IS)
20:50 Andartak (IS)

SILFURSALIR

FRÍKIRKJAN

SKÚLI CRAFT BAR

TVG/Zimsen Stage

22:20
21:00
20:00
19:00

THE OFFICIAL ICELAND
AIRWAVES CLUBHOUSE
(wristbands only)

00:20
23:10
22:10
21:20
20:30
19:40

ClubDub (IS)
Cola Boyy (US)
Naaz (NL)
Blanche (BE)
Sylvia Erla (IS)
Heiðrik (FO)

Bedouine (US)
Ásgeir (IS)
Axel Flóvent (IS)
Bára Gísladóttir (IS)

15:00 - 01:00
Special deals on drinks and food

Icelandair Stage

SAT

01:00
23:50
22:30
21:30
20:40
20:00

Not3s (UK)
Rejjie Snow (IE)
Herra Hnetusmjör (IS)
Emmsjé Gauti (IS)
JóiPé x Króli (IS)
Cyber (IS)

GAMLA BÍÓ

01:00
23:40
22:20
21:10

Blood Orange (US)
Natalie Prass (US)
JFDR (IS)
Team Dreams: Sin Fang,
sóley & Örvar Smárason
(IS)
20:00 Eivør (FO)

Heineken Stage
Line of Best Fit presents
00:00
22:40
21:30
20:30
19:30
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HARPA FLOI

Soccer Mommy (US)
Júníus Meyvant (IS)
Axel Flóvent (IS)
James Vickery (UK)
Sycamore Tree (IS)

November 10

IÐNÓ

HÚRRA

GAUKURINN

HARD ROCK CAFÉ

Landsbankinn

03:00
02:00
01:00
00:00
23:00
22:10
21:20
20:30
19:40

02:10
01:00
23:50
22:50
22:00
21:10
20:10

Hertz Stage

20 Years of Bella Union
01:00 Simon Raymonde DJ Set
(UK)
23:40 Mammút (IS)
22:20 Pom Poko (NO)
21:00 Hilang Child (UK)
20:00 Eydís Evensen (IS)

House DJ
Polo & Pan (FR)
AV AV AV (DK)
Mavi Phoenix (AT)
MorMor (CA)
Berndsen (IS)
Daði Freyr (IS)
Munstur (IS)
Mighty Bear (IS)

HRESSINGAR
SKÁLINN

BRYGGJAN
BRUGGHÚS

03:00
02:00
01:00
00:20
23:20
22:30
21:40
20:50
20:00

Cintamani Stage

LaFontaine (IS)
B1B2 (IS)
Helgi Sæmundur (IS)
Lord Pusswhip (IS)
Madonna + Child (IS)
Two Toucans (IS)
Kött Grá Pje (IS)
Fever Dream (IS)
kef LAVÍK (IS)

00:20
23:10
22:00
20:50
20:00

Benny Crespo's Gang (IS)
CeaseTone (IS)
Matthildur (IS)
Lyon (FO)
Mókrókar (IS)

SUNDHÖLLIN

SKÚLI CRAFT BAR

15:00 DJ Snorri Ástráðs
17:00 Daði Freyr
18:00 BRÍET

THE OFFICIAL ICELAND
AIRWAVES CLUBHOUSE
(wristbands only)

19:10

Pink Street Boys (IS)
Black MIDI (UK)
Gaffa Tape Sandy (UK)
Dr. Spock (IS)
VIO (IS)
Shakes (IS)
The Anatomy of Frank
(US)
Julian Civilian (IS)

02:20
01:20
00:20
23:20
22:20
21:20
20:30
19:40

Rock Paper Sisters (IS)
Danny & The Veetos (FO)
Birgir (IS)
Total Hip Replacement
(DK)
Ljósfari (IS)
Hinemoa (IS)
Ari Árelíus (IS)
Jelena Ćirić (IS)

SILFURSALIR

FRÍKIRKJAN

TVG/Zimsen Stage

22:20
21:00
20:00
19:00

00:10
23:10
22:10
21:10
20:20
19:30

Crumb (US)
Jónas Sig (IS)
Boniface (CA)
Lára Rúnars (IS)
Tara Mobee (IS)
VASI (IS)

Hak Baker (UK)
Ásgeir (IS)
Stella Donnelly (AU)
Tuvaband (NO)

15:00 - 01:00
Special deals on drinks and food

available in iOS and Android

We specialise
in trips to
the Blue Lagoon
(3-hour stop)
on the way
from
or to
the airport

The Reykjavík Grapevine
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REYKJAVÍK ART
MUSEUM

13.10.2018–21.04.2019

Erró

Svart
og
hvítt
Blackand White

Hafnarhús
Tryggvagata 17
101 Reykjavík

Open daily
+354 411 6400
artmuseum.is
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THANK YOU FOR THE MUSIC

Since the beginning, 20 years ago, Icelandair has been a
proud sponsor of Iceland Airwaves, moving audiences and
musicians – in every sense of the word.

